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Homer Grimes Arrives From
Somerville, Fit For
• ■Evangelistic Work

the Comparatively Small Crew To Be Employed Here During

Winter—President Wood Gives Reasons

Here Is An Industrial Picture Much More Pleasing To the
Eye—Scene Laid In Warren

Evangelist Homer Grimes, who will
lead the evangelistic crusade which
begins tonight at the First Baptist
Church, arrived last night from Som
erville, Mass., where he has just
£ ... .«. .«. .«. .«.
.«. ... ... ... ... ... closed a successful three weeks'
•••
... mission. Mr. Grimes says he expects
Increased means and increased ••• unusual interest in his mission in
•* leisure are the two great clvlllzRockland. He commented enthusiers of man.—Disraeli.
•••
•••
... astically upon the work of preparaH ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• .«. ... ......
...
tion.
It is interesting to note that Mr.
Grimes was a prominent musical

See and Hear the New

CROSLEY

your
Christmas

Hundreds of Chr'stma;
will be bought this year . . .
with whole-hearted, worryfree plia.ure ... by members
of our 1933 Christmas Savings
Club . . . whose small weekly
deposits were male without
the least sacrifice. We are
now organizing our 1831 Club.

“BUDDY”

RADIO
$64.50
Complete—Installed in Your Home

E. 0. Philbrook & Son
ROCKLAND

Amrad and Crosley
Dealer

142-tr

At the Knox Registry of Deeds Boston firm of Friedman, Atherton,
The Rockland & Rockport Lime points in New York and Brooklyn.
Corp, announces today the closing of No such comparative rail rates from yesterday was recorded the certificate King & Turner, owns a large maof incorporation of the Georges River I jority of the stock in the new coroperations at the Ulmer quarries and Rockland are available. The Maine
Central Railroad has been requested Woolen Mills, the treasurer of which, i poration, and those who have althe Northend gas kilns.
to establish similar special rail rates i Louis B. King of Boston left inline- ready met him are impressed with
President George B. Wood makes from Rockland to New York, but diately "for the State Capital to his energy and astuteness,
f0n0Wing statement with regard such request has been met with re secure the approval of Attorney Gen- \ That the corporation should retain
1
to business conditions and the rea fusal.
sons for closing the lime kilns in
"The Rockland & Rockport Lime
Corp, owns a modern lime plant at
Rockland this winter:
"Due to unusually adverse busi- Adams, Mass., strategically located
ness conditions, the Rockland <fe and favored with a preferential low
Rockport Lime Corporation has been freight rate to New York City. This
operating at a loss for the greater ( low rate is made expressly to meet j
part of the past year. No improve- normal water competition from
: ment in business can be expected Rockland.
before the spring of 1931. The lime “Under the circumstances it be- (
: industry of Rockland depends greatly becomes necessary, as a matter of
upon the shipment of building lime economic business policy, to discon
to New York City. Under normal tinue the operation of two plants at
i C9nditions, the low cost of direct greatly redueed capacity. The lime
water transportation is a distinct ad kilns at Rockland are being closed
vantage over competitive transporta and lime for all markets will be pro
tion costs. Under the present condi duced at the one plant In Massachu
tions, with lack of residential build setts operating at full capacity.
"With the return of better busi
ing construction and small demand
for lime, the consumer in New York ness conditions, operation of the Once More We Print It, This Time With the Welcome Announcement
no longer desires lime in large de Rockland plant will be resumed. It
That the Georges River Woolen Mill Is Open For Business
livery lots by water transportation. is hoped that this will be possible by
Water shipments must be warehoused early spring.
.
eral Robinson. With these details the time honored name, and that Mr.
and redelivered by automobile trucks.
"Operations for the production of' accomplished everything was in Walker, so long its guiding star,
The total cost of such delivery is limestone will be continued through- read|ness for the immediate resump- should be assigned the presidency, is
Evangelist Homer Grimes Who Be greater than competitors’ delivery out the winter at the new Cedar tion of the warren woolen mill, a matter of much satisfaction to the
gins Tonight His Rockland Cam cost all rail to New York destinations. street quarry and at the rock crush- which has lain idie for some months, Knox County friends of this import
paign.
“Various lime produders with ing plant. Temporarily two of the and which, the citizens feared, was ant industry.
Mr. Allen, the new clerk, will at
figure in New York prior to his con plants in Massachusetts and Con smaller lime kilns will be kept In ln considerable danger of liquidaversion. Besides serving as a pro necticut enjoy preferential low rail productlon, and the Lime Rock Rail- tion.
once remove to Warren, it is under
fessional accompanist for many rates, which include free lighterage ‘ road will operate on a reduced The officers of the new corpora stood.
prominent artists of the Metropolitan
The amount of capital stpek is 500
tion are:
Opera Co. he was also the conductor delivery of single car lots to principal schedule."
President—George W. Walker of shares of preferred and 500 shares of
of a well-known orchestra which
played at the Palace of Versailles
common, $50,000 having already been
Marj' Perry Rich, as a member of
SUPPERS Warren.
during the Peace Conference in 1918 the citizens' committee appointed by SERVED FINE
c
___
Treasurer—Louis B. King of Bos ' paid in.
and at other prominent centers. He
The corporation has a three-year
is also a composer of music. Since . Gov. Gardiner has received notice Golden Rule 4-H Girls Prove ton.
Clerk—William Allen of Lisbon lease on the building and machinery,
entering into religious work he has that there will be a meeting of the
Mettle At Pleasant Open Center.
I and it is hoped to have a payroll emcompiled three well-known hymn committee for consideration of the
books'Which are used by prominent survey of the State government at
| bracing 150 persons.
Mr.
King,
who
is
a
member
of
the
Meeting
1.30
p.
m.
Thursday,
at
the
State
ministers and evangelists throughout
House.
Members
of
the
committee
America and England.
Golden Rule 4-H girls of Hope held
Mr. Grimes announces that his may feel at liberty to take any other
FUNERAL OF JUDGE MILLER
subject for tonight will be “The Trials citizens who appear especially inter open house Friday evening ln honor
and Triumphs of a Seaman." After ested. It is proposed to discuss the of parents, friends and Rockland and
his introduction to the congregation report in detail and to formulate Camden supporters of the club. The
by the pastor of the church, Rev. J. plans for further consideration by an Thanksgiving holiday gave the Fraternal Orders, Knox Bar and Citizens Unite In Last
Charles MacDonald, he will lead in executive committee to be selected at
youngsters opportunity to prepare
Tribute To Prominent Citizen
an introductory service of song and this meeting.
and serve a fine supper, all on their
will play an original hymn transcrip
tion on the grand piano which has
own initiative, with this menu: Baked
been placed near the pulpit for his
beans, cold ham, potato salad, pickles, The fraternal orders in which he j of the First Baptist Church, who read
use.
relish, yeast rolls, pineapple pudding had so long been Interested, and so selections which had been dear
This morning Mr. Grimes, accom
JENNIE C. TIBBETTS
heart of the deceased and a verse
active, together with an especially ! from
with cream, cookies and cocoa.
panied by Rev. Mr. MacDonald visit
formerly of
one of his favorite poems.
These girls are starting their sec large representation of the Knox
’d the High School assembly.
The interment was In Achom
“Ye Broadway Shoppe”
ond year in cooking and housekeep Bar and citizenry, assembled at Odd ' cemetery. Acting as bearers were R.
is opening a
ing and were the first in the State to Fellows hall yesterday afternoon to I. Thompson and Judge E. K. Gould
CHRISTMAS TREES
Cake Shop at The Copper Kettle
get their year’s program completed. pay their last respects to the late ■ representing the Knox Bar: Luke S.
* From 25 cents up
Mrs. E. N. Hobbs Is the local leader Judge Frank B. Miller. Penobscot I Davis, representing the Odd Fellows;
Delivered a week before Christmas.
THURSDAY, DEC. 4
assisted by Miss Bessie Hardy.1 View Grange and the various Charles E. Gregory, representing also
Enter Orders Earlv
How well they have done their work branches of Odd Fellowship were the Odd Fellows and the Orange;
HOT ROLLS, DOUGHNUTS
ALSO CHRISTMAS GREENS
J was demonstrated by the excellent
AND A VARIETY OF SWEETS
I Frank A. Richardson, representing
Frank A. Kimball
supper and the businesslike and In
the Orange and City Marshal A. P.
Telephone
405-W'
Tel. 321-W—397 Old (ountv Road
teresting- meeting which followed
Richardson, representing the city de
144-146
144-146
with Catherine True wieldin g the
partment closely allied with Judge
gavel.
Miller's work.
The entertainment was featured by
readings by Mrs. R. C. Wentworth
Cumberland’s Tribute
and talks by several including Coun
A tribute to the memory of Judge
ty Agent Wentworth and John M.
Miller was paid by Judge Max L.
Richardson. The club is mightily in
Plnansky in Portland Municipal Court
terested ln The Courier-Gazette cup
yesterday morning.
which is awarded annually to the
Following a brief outline of the ac
Phone 465
Rockland
402 Main Street
outstanding club of Knox and Lin
tivities of Judge Miller in civic, fra
coln, and have very serious designs
ternal and judicial circles, Judge
on it for 1931. The club has several
Pinansky requested those in court to
projects underway and the indivldua'
stand and pay a silent tribute to the
reports showed that they practiced
Rockland Judge.
what they preached by practical work
"I think it is fitting and proper that
ln their respective homes.
we show a mark of respect to the
memory of Judge Miller,” the judge
"ON MY SET”
declared. "He was a former head "of
the Municipal Court judges of the
Football fans who own radio
State, and at one time the head of a
We Repair all kinds of Electric and Battery Radios
receivers, and who have Saturday
large fraternal order. He was of
afternoon holidays, must have
sterling character and one who did
Free Service Calls
gotten their money’s worth last
much for his community. He was
Saturday whan three games,
well known here as well as in his own
Authorized Agency
played at different hours, were
community.”

HOME COOKING

EASTERN RADIO COMPANY

8 TUBE KOLSTER, $84.50 complete
7 TUBE ATWATER-KENT, $49 complete

WATCH! /. WAIT!
See Thursday’s Issue
For The

Greatest Selling Event
Of All Time!
----------------------------- AT

BERMAN
’
S
Outfitters for Men and Boys
421 Main Street

Rockland

We have decided to unload,
and we mean it
NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
TO SAVE!

BERMAN’S

10 TUBE VICTOR COMB’N $148 complete

WORLD RADIO CORPORATION OF BOSTON

ANNUAL METHODIST FAIR
Methodist Vestry, Rockland

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 3
FANCY WORK

COOKED FOODS
CANDIES
APRONS
BABY TOYS
ICE CREAM
ADMISSION FREE
Supper 5.30 to 6.30
Chicken Pie
Mashed Potatoes
Squash
Cabbage Salad
Rolls
Cake
Coffee
Tea
65c
Cabbage Salad
Ham
Mashed Potatoes
Squash
Rolls
Cake
Coffee
Tea
50c
Seth Parker Entertainment at 7.45—Admission 25 cents

Motor Vehicle
Registrations 1931
The main office and all of the registration
branches are now open for 1931 business.

responsible for an uninterrupted
broadcast from 1.15 to 8. The
games were all thrillers, and the
reception was as near perfect as
they make things on earth.

Two football games are on the
fare next Saturday afternoon.
The first, beginning at 1.45 p. m.
will be Navy versus University of
Pennsylvania at Philadelphia. At
4.45 p. m. Lloyd Yoder will begin
his story of the University of
Southern Callfornia-Notre Dame
battle which takes place at Los
Angeles.

Carefully adjusting its schedule
to avoid severe magnetic storms
which have been forecast for
midatlantlc areas during Decem
ber, the National Broadcasting
Company has arranged to re
transmit In this country at least
four radio programs originating
in the British Isles within the
next three weeks, atmospherics
permitting, A banquet address
by the Prince of Wales, and three
musical programs from the regu
lar schedules of the British
Broadcasting Corporation are
the
international
broadcasts
which have been booked for De
cember. His Royal Highness will
be heard on Tuesday afternoon,
Dec. 16.

♦♦♦

You are advised to register EARLY and
avoid the congestion of the last two or three
days of the year.
1931 plates may be displayed Dec. 25
EDGAR C. SMITH,
Secretary of State

One of the most extensive
chains of broadcasting stations
ever coordinated for a single pro
gram will be available for the
Army-Navy charity game In NewYork Saturday afternoon, Dec.
13. Practically every station on
NBC networks, including short
wave transmitters, will relay the
program.
Graham
McNamee
and Bill Munday, who have given
many play-by-play descriptions
of big football classics, will be at
the microphone at the charity
game. McNamee and Mundav
will alternate in describing the
periods.

INJURED IN CRASH

among those which went in a body, Supt. and Mrs. F. L. S. Morse
and marching with the latter were
Figure In Serious Auto Ac
several distinguished members of the
cident In Rye, N. H.
order. Grand Mastet Archie Lovett
of Bangor conducted the ritual serv
ice and Grand Warden N. S. Hutchins
A Portsmouth dispatch appearing
of Searsport officiated as chaplain. In yesterday’s daily papers said:
The past grand masters present were
"Four persons were injured this
Samuel Adams of Belfast and Will C. inoon
in an automobile accident on
Miller of Augusta, both lifelong i
_ ,, _ .
„ ..
friends of Judge Miller, and the latter ‘Xn '!
*y\ X’
when
a
car
driven
by
Supt.
F. L. S.
a distant cousin.
A delegation of municipal Judges Morse of Thomaston ran into a ma
owned and operated by Dr. J.
from various parts of the State had chine
A. MacDougall of Rumford, which
been expected, but traveling condi had
stopped alongside of the road
tions prevented. A prominent Maine because
of trouble in the gas line.
man in the assemblage was Howard
Mr. Morse, his wife, Mrs. Eunice
E. Davies of Yarmouth, who was a Morse.
Dr. MacDougall and his 5leading member of several Legisla
son Hayden, were taken to
tures. Two former Rockland Munici year-old
the Portsmouth Hospital, four miles
pal Court judges were also among the away
suffering with numerous
mourners—Leonard R. Campbell and
Col. William P. Hurley. The funeral lacerations.
The thqee adults each sustained
preparations on behalf of the Odd
of the scalp and an x-ray
Fellows were conducted by O. B. lacerations
will be made to deter
Lovejoy, a veteran member of Knox examination
the full extent of the injuries.
Lodge; and on behalf of the under mine
Mrs. MacDougall and two other
takers by Alden Ulmer.
escaped injury and with
Completely surrounding the casket children
son, Hayden who was released
were many lovely floral pieces in their
from the hospital, returned to Rum
cluding beautiful designs from vari ford.
ous organizations.
The Scripture reading and prayer
were by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald YOUR FAVORITE POEM

CHRISTMAS
TREES
Order now! Any size or shape!
Spruce or Fir!
HOUSE SIZE

50c to $1-00
May be called for or will deliver!

Call MR. PAGE
Telephone 117)-J
Rose Hill Farm

Owl's Head, Me.
113-145

If I had to live my life again I tfould
have made a rule to rend some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes la a
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

THE ARROW AND THE SONG
I shot an arrow into the air.
It fell to earth. I knew not where;
For so swiftly It flew, the sight
Could not follow It ln Its flight.

I breathed a song into the air.
It fell to earth. I knew not where;
For who has sight so keen and strong.
That It can follow the flight of a song?
Long, long afterward, in an rwk
I found the arrow, still unbroke;
And the song, from beginning to end.
I found again in the heart 01 a friend.
—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______
Rockland, Me., Dec. 2, 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie,
who rn oath declares that he ls Press
man ln the office ot The Courier-Gazette.;
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Nov. 29. 1930. there was printed a total,
W. H. BUTLER.
of------6263 copies.
Notary Public.

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY

DAY AND NIGHT SALE

And let us not be weary in well
doing: for in due season we shall
reap, if we faint not.—Gal. 6:9.

President Wood's official confirma
tion of the news disposes of the re
tained hope on the part of the public
that the contemplated partial clos
ing down of Rockland's chief industry
might in some way be averted. The
inexorable conditions responsible for
this cessation of work are clearly
noted in President Wood's statement
and are apparently impossible of
side-stepping. Rockland hears the
news with natural regret, but will
face the situation with hojJefulness
as part of conditions that are coun
trywide but which in the nature of
things will pass. So far as we are
able to learn, this is the first time
there was been so great a cessation of
activity in our city's famous industry,
and certainly the present generation
has no knowledge of anything of the
kind ever having taken place. It is
a nemarkable record, covering more
than a century of time, and with the
ensuing readjustment of economic
conditions bound to enjoy restoamon.

In the midst of news of momentary
slowing-up here and there of indus
try, it is refreshing to hear this note
of encouragement sounded by the
return of activity to the woolen mill
at Warren. For a century the manu
facture of woolen goods upon that
section of the St. Georges river con
tributed to the prosperity of the old
town, whose name traveled far in
association with a product that com
manded a high p>ce in the regions
of trade. That changed conditions
in the manufacturing and general
business world should have caused
the closing of this long-sustained
industry was a natural source of
regret, which in thc face of this now
declared restoration gives way to a
feeling of joy that will possess not
Warren alone but the whole sur
rounding region.

THURSDA K, DECEMBER 4, LASTING UNTIL CHRISTMAS
EVERY PIECE IN THIS GREAT STORE MARKED DOWN TO PRACTICALLY ITS FACTORY COST

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING HERE AND SAVE
Our Regular $19.50

Our Regular $5.00

COIL SPRINGS
An extra fine DOUBLE
spring with helicals
and stabilizers for ex
tra comfort. All sizes.

75c

Down—Balance

$15

Weekly

Oqr $31.50 Inner Spring

MATTRESSES

$19

Our Regular $37.50

Our Regular $37.50

Our Regular $39.50

Our Regular

; $3.98

Latest two-tone finish
veneer with btrdseye
maple overlays and
send poster foot.

walnut

$19

75c Down—Balance Weekly

•

BOOK CASES

$19

MATTRESSES

89c

CEDAR CHESTS

SPRING AND BED

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Window seat style with rail.
Walnut veneer with panelling,
overlays and full 3,i
min
inch lining of red
JklM
cedar.
v
75c Down—Balance Weekly

Moulded tubing bed with shaped
fillers and decorated steel panel
complete with resillfl*1ft
ent coll spring.
All
Slif
sizes.
75c Down—Balance Weekly

Our Regular $4.00

Our Regular $37.50

Our Regular $37.50

COGSWELL CHAIRS
All over denim with
roll back Queen Anne
legs.

$19

BRIDGE LAMP

COGSWELL CHAIR
Lustrous
moquette upholstery,
shaped high back, nail
(P1 ft
finish, large size Queen
>|M
Anne legs.
w

$39

$1.98

Our Regular $29.50

Our $29.50 S<pinet

Our $49.50 Set of

Sectional Bookcase

DAY BED

DESK AND CHAIR
Colonial style spinet desk in ma
hogany finish gumwood complete with
<P 1 ft
Windsor chair to match
JS I M
Both for $19.00
75c Down—Balance Weekly

Our Regular $15.00

Our $39.50 Poster

Our Regular $29.50

Spring and Mattress

TABLE LAMPS

Qft

A handsome table in
the half round style.
Mohogany finish.

qM(

wv.

This is a big bargain. Three sec
tions. top and base.
(P 1
Glass doors.
Don’t
Jftln
miss this trade.

FLOOR LAMPS

BED AND SPRING

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Big variety of exquisite fashions
ln floor and bridge
lamps, complete with
(P 1 A
shades at this one low
JS III
price. ,
v w
75c Down—Balance Weekly

Colonial bedwith four turned
posts and rail complete with
resilient
coil spring.
oni
Maple or mahogany
JS//X
veneer.
w
75c Down—Balance Weekly

Our Regular $29.50

Our Regular $3.00

Our Regular $20.00

Our $29.50 3-Piecc

METAL BEDS

MAGAZINE RACK

DAVENPORT TABLE

BED OUTFITS

Mahogany veneers, extra massive
size, fancy stretchers,
(PI 1
rounded corners.
JI B

Sturdy wood finish metal
with comfy spring and
edge, floral tick mat
tress; 3.6 size.

Our Regular $3.00

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Our

$34.50 Occasional

HAMPERS

CHAIR AND ROCKER

A big roomy hamper wtlh cover.
Only a limited numQA
ber of these. In natuQMf
ral color.

Multi color Jacquard upholstery,
button seat, fancy frames. Chair
and rocker or two
chairs or two rockers
$19.00.
75c Down—Balance Weekly

75c Down—Balance Weekly

With the Thanksgiving spirit not
yet faded, indeed naturally merging
into thc spirit of Christmas which is
about presenting itself for considera
tion, it is natural that those in want
STRAND THEATRE
should come in for consideration.
Winter is even now making its
Florenz Zicgfcld's most recent Newshrewdness felt. It is easy to imagine
York musical comedy stage success,
the many homes of the less fortunate "Whoopee," in which the inimitable
visited by cold and suffering. The Eddie Cantor starred for nearly one
invitation for us to go into our attics year, will be at the Strand Wednes
and empty them of things put away day and Thursday.
and so serving no useful purpose, is
“Whoopee" has been beautifully
so practical that it ought to make a photographed throughout by the
ready appeal to our sympathies. We technicolor process, a color job. inci
may know of cases where one's help dentally, of which Ziegfeld himselfl
can be well proud. And in the tran
can bc directly applied, but there are scription of this well known musical
also agencies through which helpful comedy from thc stage to the audible
ness may be administered and these screen, the action has been speeded
greatly. Eddit Cantor is at his best,
should bc made usc of. Miss Corbett, up
the central figure of one continuous
that efficient municipal officer, has riotous flow of comedy. Whether he
direct and intelligent touch with is singing, explaining about his oper
every phase of this question and1 ation. or becoming hilariously ro
mantic, the pop-eyed, bouncing Eddie
may be depended upon to make a Cantor is a joy to watch and a de
wise usc of anything entrusted to light to listen to. His frantic antics
her care. And thc Salvation Army, in which he is supported .by a talent
always on the job, supplies another ed group of established fun-makers,
should make him just as popular with
dependable channel.
talking picture audiences as he now is
with the New York theatre-going
It is not too early to see the Christ public.
The songs featured are "Makin'
mas greens lending their seasonal
Whoopee" from the original show,
decoration to the city's business and several new numbers including
streets. They create a warmth of "My Baby Just Cares For Me," "I'll
feeli«g which to a particular degree Still Belong To You,' and "A Girl
is associated with the time and Friend of a Boy Friend of Mine."—ad.
should upon no account be omitted
PARK THEATRE
from the holiday scheme. And
Christmas, you understand, is only
Bringing something new to the
three weeks away.
screen these days is a difficult task,
4o Christmas package should be but Director Frank Eorzage has ac
jarded as worthy for intrustment complished it in “Liliom," a unique
I all talking film version of the famous
the mails unless wearing the omstage play to be at this theatre Wed
lishment of one of those Santa nesday and Thursday.
jus health seals.
Making a clever use of thc increased
possibilities of the talking camera
Citizens are still talking about the over the stage. Borzage has amplified
unusual excellence of the Thanks the fantastic heavenly dream portion
giving turkeys that the local markets of the original drama into a vivid and
put out. The quality and flavor went remarkably photographed sequence of
beyond anything known in the turkey the "celestial special" speeding from
line for many years, is the general earth to Heaven and its meeting with
the “red special" at a midway juncopinion.

$19

$12

Our Regular $30.00

Our $29.50 to $39.50

98c

SPINET DESKS
A handsome piece of
furniture.
Mahogany
finish. A real beauty.

Our Regular $3.00

Our Regular $5.00

A roomy handy piece
well madeXand in all
colors or walnut fi.nish

maple
(P1 ft
Jb JM

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Our Regular $29.50

$19

75c Down—Balance W’eekly

75c Down—Balance Weekly

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Graceful heavy moulded tubing
with wide metal cane
decorated centre pan
el; 4.6 size.
75c Down—Balance Weekly

$3.98

75c Down—Balance Weekly

END TABLES

98c

Finished
A fine

Our Regular $20.00

SPINET DESKS
Walnut
veneers
with
overlays, writing slide
and fitted interior.

A beauty,
in walnut,
present.

75c Down—Balance Weekly

75c Down—Balance Weekly

A
handsome
large
electric table lamp;
complete with shade.

$19

75c Down—Balance Weekly

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Steel angle coll spring with white
cotton roll edge mat(P 1 ft
tress in floral tick;
JSIJf
4.6 size.
75c Down—Balance Weekly

$19

Pr’scilla Sewing Cabinets

COGSWELL CHAIRS

Windsor style. ONE MOTION coil
spring day bed of utmost com
fort
Opens ln one
motion to full size
bed.
75c Down—Balance Weekly

$19

MATTRESSES
White cotton filled, ruffled four
sides . Choice of cre
tonne or denim. Fits
day bed above.

Our Regular $7.50

A handsome lamp, complete with
silk shade. Excellent
electric fixture
and
long cord.

$3.49

FOUR CHAIRS
Made to match porcelain table
above.
Pinch
back
style. Green and or
ange or canary, green.

Our $32.50 Coil

Gov. Winthrop Desks

A heavy part wool
large double blanket.
Choice of colors.

Our $29.50 Day Bed

Our Regular $34.50

Colonial style mahogany •eneers
•eneer
with three large draw
ers and fitted interi
ors.

BLANKETS

Our $29.50 Set of

Our $34.50 Colonial

A good quality. Nickle plated.
Complete with cord.
■ Q/x
Toast stwo slices at
AMf
one time.
75c Down—Balance Weekly

Regular $8.00

75c Down—Balance W’eekly

Our $45.00 Button Back

ELECTRIC TOASTER

Our

A
beauty!
Imported damask
covering.
fine
cotton
filling,
deep biscuit tufting,
roll edge. etc. Plump
and fluffy.
75c Down—Balance Weekly

A beauty, made of
leather in fancy col
ors. Good big size.

75c Down—Balance Weekly

75c Down—Balance W’eekly

Our Regular $55.00

73c Down—Balance Weekly

98c

HASSOCK

$9

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Our Regular $3.00

nn
MAf
vww.

A nickle plated plate with quick
heating unit.
Com
plete
with
long
cord.

$19

BOUDOIR CHAIRS
Cretonne upholstered,
spring seat, flounced
arms, skirt all around.

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Our Regular $2.50

and plenty of
Finished in

Our Regular $3.00

$4-00

PORCELAIN TABLE
Double drop leaf style, large size
in green and orange
or canary and green,
with drawers.
•

75c Down—Balance Weekly

75c Down—Balance W’eekly

COSTUMERS

73c Down—Balance Weekly

If after making a purchase here,
you should find the same mer
chandise elsewhere for less, come
back and we will gladly refund
or credit you the difference.

Our Regular $115.00

Our $29.50 Drop Leaf

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Walnut finish gum wood dresser
with swinging mirror
complete
with
4drawer chest to match
75c Down—Balance Weekly

$29

QQ
MTS

ELECTRIC STOVE

Full grill glass door, reeded edge^
mahogany
veneers.
movable
shelves.
A particu
larly attractive style.

Smart new’ style button back
CogsWell in rich
rayon moquette
with
loose
(P1 ft
cushion and Queen
Jt IM
Anne legs.
75c Down—Balance Weekly

Strong
pegs-.
oak. .

FERNERIES

75c Down—Balance Weekly

With mattress.
Fin
ished in Ivory with
spring and castors

DRESSER & CHEST

POSTER BEDS

Burpee’s Policy of
Guaranteed Satisfaction

Made of fibre in a
handsome style, com- oo
plete with pan. A real Jn/
beauty.

, Our $39.00 Matching

Extra heavy turned posts and
rail,
shaped
head
(PI ft
board .
Mahogany
>
veneer.

$5.00

We dislike to quote comparative
prices, but because we so sin
cerely want you to know how
very great these values are. we
here give you the exact regular
prices at which we would usually
sell them.

FULL SIZE BEDS

Extra heavy fancy ticking, filled
with scores of resili
ent coil springs. All
sizes.
75c Dowk—Balance Weekly

Our Regular

NOTE!

BASSINETS
deck

Our $35.00 Silk Floss

The health seals are now in process
of circulation. This annual custom is
so worthy in character that the suc
cess visited upon it by the general
public should be no matter of sur
prise. The machinery of distribu
tion is simple. From local centers
the Maine Public Health Associa
tion, co-operating with the National
Tuberculosis
Association,
works
through committees who send to
you through«the mails sheets of the
seals, each sheet representing one
dollar in value. In the accompany
ing stamped envelope you have mere
ly to enclose a dollar bill for each
sheet and drop it into the postoffice.
A simple process, greatly superior to
the former system of sale of the
stamps through a house to house
canvass by pupils of the public
schools. The method is direct and
enables individual participation .in
the country-wide canvass to the
extent of any price, liberal or modest.
And the purpose is great and worthy,
so intimate and far-reaching, that
one cannot fail to experience a glow
of satisfaction that he is thus so
easily permitted to have a share in it. I
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bed
roll

$19

100% pure kapok (silk floss) the
fluffiest filling known.
Covered
in
fancy
tickings. AU sizes.
75c Down—Balance Weekly

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Our $29.50 Double

Our $37.50 Reed

DAY BED Complete

$19

Our Regular $10.00

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Our $29.50 Five Piece

BREAKFAST SETS

Our $29.50 Double

(PI ft
J) JM

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Double drop leaf table and four
pinch
back
chairs,
<P 1 ft
decorated grey and
JS I M
blue, green and orange
V m

Our Regular $29.50

veneers^

IM

TELEPHONE SETS

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Mahogany or walnut
large size, with turned
legs and stretchers.

JS

V* v

CANOPY top closed phone com
partment. carved over(P1 ft
lays and legs. ComJSIII
plete with chair.
v w

75c Down—Balance W’eekly

GATELEG TABLES

massive

KAPCK MATTRESS

Decorated steel cane panel ends
with
flounced
cretonne mat
tress. Opens to full
size comfortable
bed.
75c Down—Balance Weekly

$19

6 DINING CHAIRS
Plymouth scroll backs,
legs, tapestry upholsterv. Arm chair and
five side chairs.

$19

. 75c Down—Balance Weekly

Our $39.50 100 Piece

CHAIR AND ROCKER

DINNER SETS

Fancy woven reed, cretonne up
holstered seats
and
* *
backs to match chairs
above.

Complete service for twelve. Coin
gold
tracings, floral
(MA
decorations.
kIM

75c Down—Balance Weekly

75c Down Balance Weekly

Our Regular $22.50

Our Regular $49.50

$19

WARDROBES

OCCASIONAL TABLE

REED SOFA

BUFFETS

Mahogany finish gumwood with
two full length clothes compart
ments and trombone
style hanger rail.

Matched burl walnut veneer top.
six extra heavy turned C-’T r*A
legs, fancy stretchers.

Burl walnut veneer, oak interi
111UVI 1-
ors.
massive
fluted
legs, recessed panels,
elaborate carvings.

75c Down—Balance Weekly

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Fancy woven reed, cretonne up
holstered seats and
(P *1 ft
backs to match chairs
JS I
above.
v*v
75c Down—Balance W’eekly

$19

: on Cedar street and the following
tion point to take the more unfortu
WITH THE BOWLERS
CAMDEN
nate souls down for punishment.
I guests were in attendance; Mr. and
Miss Clara Waterman of North Mrs. Maynard Greenlaw. Mr. and
Charles Farrell plays the role of
Haven
has
been
the
guest
of
Mr.
and
Liliom. with Rose Hobart making her The Five Aces continue to hold thc
Mrs. Waterman. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
screen debut as Julie. H. B. Warner, lead in the Knox County Leagues at Mrs. Arthur Davis.
' Duncan of North Haven; Mr. and
Capt.
Ernest
G.
Lamb
left
yester

Estelle Taylor and Lee Tracy are also
Mrs. Harold Philbrook of Rockland;
Carr'.^jlleys although the Dark Horses day for New York City where he will 1 Miss Daisy Boone of Waterville; Mrs.
featured.—adv.
are so close to them that the race has spend the winter.
I Addie Warren, William Upham. Mr.
Mrs. Fred B. Herrick has returned knd Mrs. A. L. Bryant, Mr. and Mrs.
HE IS OPTIMISTIC
suddenly taken on keenest interest.
The Burpee Furniture team has from Washington where she has been A. H. Aylward. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Tilden, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Clark,
R. E. Philbrick Sees A Big Year
worked into a tie with the Federals visiting E.
Smith.
Ahead For Automobile Business.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Joy, Mr. and
and the I. L. Snow Co. is overhauling Charles
Miss Florence Dunlop is ill from Mrs. E. M. King. Mr. and Mrs. Ar
both. The standing:
an abscess in her throat.
thur Melvin, Mr. and Mrs M. C.
Chevrolet will build and sell a mil
City League
Willis P. Gould, 72. a retired busi Richards, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Rich
lion cars in 1931, according to R. E
Won Lost P.C. P.F. ness man of this town was found ards. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mayhew.
Philbrick, local Chevrolet dealer, on Teams
dead in liis chair Monday at about Mr. and Mrs. Burnside Richards and
his return today from Portland where Federals .......... ... 13 2 .867 4042 5 o'clock. He leaves a wife and one Miss Maude M. Thorndike. Buffet
Burpee Furniture .. 13 2 .867 3989
yesterday with 300 other dealers in I. L. Snow Co....
14 6 .700 5300 son Henry Gould of Newark, N. J. lunch was served and a most de
this area he attended the sixth of 50 Forty Club No.3 ... 10 5 .667 3992 Deceased was a member of Mt. Battie lightful evening passed. Mr. and
winter dealer meetings being con The Pirates ...... ... 7 8 .467 3965 Lodge. I.O.O.F. Funeral arrange- Mrs. Davis received many beautiful
silver presents.
ducted from coast to coast by the Rock. Body Shop 6 14 z.300 5191 ' ments not yet made.
The Baptist Calendar Club will Charles and Howard Weed have
Chevrolet Motor Company.
Street Railway .. ... 6 14 .300 5060
Mr. Philbrick’s statement was Ford Motor Co. ... 1 19 .050 5234 hold its last meeting of the season ■ returned from Deer Isle where they
based on studies of current conditions
Wednesday evening. Supper will be spent the holiday with relatives.
Knox County league
served at 6.30.
and surveys of tlie future made by
William Simmons has returned
the Chevrolet Motor Company and Teams
Tonight at the Comique the attrac from a short stay with friends in
Won Lost P C. P.F.
announced at the Portland meeting Five Aces ......... ... 16 4 .800 5653 tion will be "Common Clay; Wed Sargentvillc.
by H. J. Klingler, vice president and Dark dorses ....
14 6 .700 5716 nesday. Maurice Chevalier in “Play Colored electric lights are »being
general sales manager of the com Forty Club No. 2 ... 9 6 .600 4122 boy of Paris;" Thursday, "Swing 1 strung in the village and everything
pany.
Kickapoo ......... ... 8 7 .533 4115 High;" Friday. "Midnight Mystery;” is taking on a Christinas atmosphere.
"The studies and surveys show that Wholesalers ....
8 12 .400 5610 Saturday, Hoot Gibson in “The The Megunticook Grange fair to
business is improving and 1931 Perry's Market ... 5 10 .333 4166 Mounted Stranger." Coming attrac be held Friday and Saturday of this
promises to be one of the best years L P C. Dragons ... 6 14 .330 5420 tions include "Little Accident," "Tom week promises to be one of the best
we ever had,” Mr. Philbrick said. "As Central Maine .. ... 4 11 .267 4392 Sawyer," John McCormack in "Song events of the season. Aprons,, fancy
for Chevrolet, ourxompany is one of
O' My Heart” Harold Lloyd in “Feet work, plants, vegetables, home-made
First," and “.Hell Harbor."
candy, grabs, quilts, canned goods,
the most stable in the industry. We
The Wholesalers hit a fast clip Fri
Miss Bessie Bowers is in Pprtland hot dogs and ice cream will be on
have 400 more dealers .than we had
day
night
and
defeated
the
Dragons
for a few days.
| sale. Baby show at 2.30 Friday after- j
a year ago. We are better situated
than ever before. Our used car 97 pins. Gliddens 129 helped him to
Miss Gertrude Knight has returned noon and in the evening a home
high
total.
The
summary:
to her home in New York, having talent play, "Saved By the Grange,"
stocks are at bottom. In the flrst ten
Wholesaler*—Jordan. 285: Glidden, been called to Camden by the critical will be presented. Saturday night
months this year our organization
318;
McLoon,
275;
Chisholm,
301;
illness of her sister Mrs. Martha there will be a dance and a public
sold 1,100,000 used cars, an all-time
Frye.
supper will be served from 5 to 7
record. Our new car stocks are French, 292; total, 1471.
L.
P.
C.
Dragons
—
Pomeroy.
277;
Miss Aldine Gilman has returned o’clock. A rummage sale will be1
equally low. Our 1931 models are
larger and the finest and cheapest in Hinckley, 274; Atwood. 261; Young, to Medford, Mass., after a visit with held in connection with the fair and
1374.
there will be an exhibition booth with
Chevrolet history. They are coming 272; Cates, 290;» *total,
Miss Teresa F. Araq, Sea street.
• *
out nearly two months in advance of
Blaine Merrill has returned to the ladies of the Farm Bureau in
the customary time. There is a
Forty Club No. 3 won an easy vic Portland after a short visit with charge. Keep the dales in mind and
be on hand to enjoy yourself for the
normal replacement market of tory over the Street Railway Friday friends in town.
3.000,000 cars in America. That plus night in a contest marked by medium
David Crockett returned Monday to Megunticook Grange is famous for its
the deferred buying that will show up sized strings, the highest of which Cambridge. Mass., to, resume his good times.
studies at Harvard College.
in 1931 promises an excellent year.
There will be plenty of heat at the
was Stinson's 102. The summary:
Forty Club No. 3—Orff. 277; Peter Miss Vivian Cassens has resumed Friday night dance at lhe opera
What we need next, now that the son. 256; Stratton, 262; McLoon, 257; her position as clerk in W. O. Hall's house as the boiler has been repaired.
naval treaty has been ratified, is some Stinson, 278; total, 1330.
store on Main street.
arrangement with France on tennis
Seth Parker radio entertainment
Street Railway—Tolman. 242; Lane, On Saturday, night Mr. and Mrs.
disarmament. — Rochester Democrat 273; Richardson. 225; Freeman 246; Arthur Davis celebrated their 25th at Methodist Church in Rockland
and Chronical,
Gregory, 255; total, 1241.
, wedding anniversary at their home tomorrow' night at 7.30.—adv.

$19

75c Down—Balance Weekly

Atwater-Kent
Radio
$139.20 complete
CASH OR EASY TERMS
Ask For Demonstration

J. A. Karl 6 Co.
Authorized Dealer
Telephone

745-W#

Rockland, Me.
127-12R»henT-S-150

I
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MRS. SARAH LEWIS KALER

TALK OF THE TOWN

The death of Mrs. Sarah Lewis
Kaler, which occurred in Camden on
the evening of Nov. 25, came with
Dec. 3— Annual Methodist fair.
'tragic unexpectedness to her family
Dec. 3—Rockport—Annual Christmas i
fair and supper of the Methodist Ladles'
i and friends. Until a very few days
before, she had seemed in remark
Dec. 3-4—Thomaston—Annual Pair of ’
able health, and the fact that she
the Ladles Aid at the Methodist vestry.
Dec. 5—Methebesec Club meets at
was in her eighty-eighth year was be
Grand Army hall. Meeting of Dec. 12 to
lied in every possible way by her in
be omitted.
terests and achievements.
Dec
7—Elks Memorial services ln
Strand Theatre.
Mrs. Kaler was born in South
Dec. 10—hair and supper of Women's
Thomaston, June 21, 1843, the
Auxiliary of St. Peter's Church.
Large, Medium and Small Head Sizes
daughter of Lewis and Hannah (Mc
Dec. 10— Rockport-^Christmas fair and
supper of Baptist Sewing Circle.
Clellan) Hall. In 1868 she was mar-,
Dec. 10—Thomaston—Christmas fair of
at
ried to Edward Perley Kaler of Cam
the Episcopal Ladles' Guild ln the parish
den. a member of the well-known
rooms.
Dec. 12 — Camden—Entertainment for ,
dry-goods firm of Mayo & Kaler.
benefit of unemployed.
Shortly after marriage they went to
Dec. 19 (7.15)—Copper Kettle porch,
Pittsburg, Pa., and there in 1878 Mr.
opening meeting Woman's Educational
Club.
Kaler died. Mrs. Kaler then went
to make her home with her sister,
Weather This Week
Mrs. Celia Kaler, and later, on the'
Weather outlook for week in North
death of their brother-in-law, the
and Middle Atlantic States: Rain
Rev. George Slattery, the family was
Tuesday and rain in South and rain
joined by Mrs. Slattery and her sons.
or snow in North portion about Fri
Mrs. Kaler, who had had no chil
SECOND FLOOR—MILLINERY DEPARTMENT
day; otherwise generally fair; tem
dren of her own, was for many years
perature considerably above normal
a second mother to the children of
Tuesday, somewhat colder Wednes
her sisters, arffi those who survive
day, warmer about Thursday and con
her still think of her in that beauti
siderably colder at the end of the
ful relationship.
week.
In 1902, shortly after the death of
her cousin, Mrs. Jarvis C. Perry, Mrs.
has
Golden Rod Chapter initiated a new
Rockland Lodge, F. & A. M.
Commencing Monday, December
the Security Trust Com
Kaler returned to Rockland to be
member at its last meeting.
MICKIE SAYS—
an Important meeting tonight.
come a greatly cherished member of
pany will commence distributing Christinas Club checks to
the Perry family; and in the ensu
—
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
The regular meeting of Miriam Re
ing years two more generations of
SMALL GITN EDITORS GET
Thursday night. Supper at 6, fol bekah Lodge will be held tonight.
Knox County people. More than $104,000 will be placed in
children have had the rich blessing
LOTS O' CREDIT PER LEAVIU*
lowed by election of officers.
Circle supper at 6.15.
of her tender devotion, the third
oirr LOCAL SSAUPAlS, BUT
«
circulation in the six communities where tbe Security lias
generation being the children of Mrs.
MOST O' TH' CREDIT GOES
Edwin Carmen left last week for
Lucile Perry Hary, with whom she
A chimney fire at Walter E. Snow's
TO
TH'
REAOERS
OF
SMALL
Boston where he ts to be employed residence on Suffolk street gave the
had lived since the latter's marriage.
offices as a result of the forethought and thrifty habits of
WEWSPAPERS, BECUZ. THEV
for the winter by the Eastern department considerable trouble Sat
Of her it may be said that through
APPROVE
OF
OMifTlUG
TH'
Steamship Lines, Inc.
urday morning.
out a long life all her days were
approximately 2000 members. The Security is distributing
WAYWARD DOIUG-S OF TH'
fruitful and she died in the fullness
HOME FOLKS
of her grace.
There will be an all-day meeting
Continued improvement is noted
its Christmas Club deposits much earlier this year than has
Mrs. Kaler's outlook on life was
for relief sewing at the Congrega in the condition of little Eva Knowl
one of cheerful serenity and confi
tional vestry Wednesday. Luncheon ton who has been critically ill at her
been its policy in tbe past because it believes thi.' by doing
dence. The church and its ideals
will be served at cover cost.
home on the Old County road.
were
ever
close
to
her
heart.
She
~*
so it performs an even greater service to its depositors and
was a devout Episcopalian from early
Song of Union Veterans Auxiliarjf
Burglars smashd four locks on B.
youth,
and
was
especially
interested
in
meets Wednesday, with Camden and C. Perry's garage at The Brook Sun
to the merchants of Knox County. This is hut one example of
Wnrrnn
momhnrv as
ac mioctc
Riir»tror
the Episcopal Churches of Rockland
Warren members
guests. Supper
day night, UnF
but didn't rvot
get mnnVi
much fn
for >
and Camden, both of which were
at 6. Mabel Beaton, chairman.
their pains. Three of the stalls were
the Security Trust Company’s eagerness to conduct its busi
founded by her brother-in-law, the
empty, and Stanley Heath's car, I
Rev.
George
Slattery:
and
she
fol

which
occupied
the
other,
was
locked.
The 1930 edition of “A Yearbook of
ness in such a way as to lie of the greatest possible service to
lowed with happy pride the career of
Railroad Information" has reached
her distinguished nephew, the late
this office—a very handy ready refer
The Central Maine Power Co. has
Bishop Charles Lewis Slattery ol
its depositors and lhe communities which it serves.
ence for authoritative facts relating taken the initiative in Christmas
Boston. The nearest surviving rela
to thc railroad indhstry.
decorations. It is now up to the
tives are a sister, Mrs. Celia Kaler,
merchants to make Rockland an at- j
a niece Mrs. Charles Christie, both of
King Solomon's Temple Chapter tractive place in which to do the
Apponaug, R. I., and a nephew, Lewis
has a meeting Thursday night, but holiday shopping. Only 23 days to i
Kaler of Vineland. N. J.
no work. Friday night King Hiram's Christmas. Skiddoo!
Private funeral services were held
Council has its annual meeting, and
Friday morning at the home ot
will choose a new crew for another
Dr. Bradford F. Burgess and Dr
Jarvis C. Perry, Rev. Ralph Hayden
year.
Walter P. Conley, will attend a meet
of St. Thomas Episcopal Church,
ing of the Camden Zone of the
Camden, officiating. The bearers
ROCKLAND
Lawrence Aylwara s car skidded on Graduate Clinic Foundation of Opto
were Standish Perry, Louis J. Hary
the slippery highway near Grassy metry in Camden Wednesday evening
and Joseph Brewster of Camden, and
Pond Saturday night and crashed at 7.45. Dr. Conley is to be the prin- j
Alan L. Bird of Rockland, and the
Camden, Rockport, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren
through a fence. The machine was cipal speaker and Dr. Burgess who is
interment was in the family lot in
NORTH UNION
quite badly damaged but the oc chairman of the Camden zone, will
the Achorn cemetery.
preside.
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Townsend have
cupants escaped serious injuries.
Among those present at the fu
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS
moved to their future home in Thom neral services were Dr. and Mrs.
aston.
Neighbors
and
friends
are
Tbefe’s a picture coming to Park
Charles Christie of Apponaug and
very sorry to have them go, as they Mrs. Charles Lewis Slattery of Bos
Theatre a week from next Saturday
GET ’EM NOW!
Financial Institutions, Inc., is a Maine corporation owning a majority of thc Capital Stock of 14 Nkiine bank's having total resourc
have lived in this locality for a good ton.
which will carry a thrill to every
of more than $86 000.(‘00. Over 8j per cent ot the Common Stock of Financial Institutions, Inc., is owned by Maine capital ana t c
many
years,
and
were
always
kind
corporation is managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience in banking and financial operation.
body who finds romance in the old
Last winter motor car owners
“I cannot find her type: in her were
neighbors.
pioneer days. It is entitled "The
blent
stood in a long line in front of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Dearborn
are
Each varied and each fortunate element
Big Trail." and 20.000 persons took
the State Highway Police office,
receiving congratulations on the Which souls combine, with something
part in the filming process.
corner of Main and James
all her own—
birth
of
a
daughter.
Sadness and mirthfulness, a chorded
streets awaiting their number
J. R. Danforth and family accom
strain.
plates.
All
this
can
be
avoided
Rockland Lodge of Elks will hold
panied by Mrs. Overlook and daugh
A writer declares that most nove
by obtaining your nufnber plates
its annual memorial services in
Prizes were offered for best county Calderwood and Mrs. Lora Mank of
WON SEVERAL PRIZES
ter
Doris
enjoyed
a
motor
trip
to
Patience as strong as was her hopeful
lists get very depressed at times. The
now. The office is open for
Union,
Harold
Allen
of
Camden
and
Strand Theatre next Sunday, with
as
well
as
state
exhibit.
Mr.
Hobbs
Prospect
Sunday
where
they
visited
ness.
for reading over their
that purpose.
E. N. Hobbs Of Hope Took State winning first for county and also County Agent R. C. Wentworth and necessity
Hon. George C. Wing, Jr., former
Fort Knox and the bridge under con A joy ln loving which grew never less
As sears went on and age grew gravels
speaker of the House of Representa
Honors at Portland Pomologieal first for best state exhibit. He also County Club Agent Miss Loana work before sending it to the pub
struction.
nigh.
lishers makes this almost inevitable.
tives as the speaker. No tickets will
was second with his Wolf River bar Spearin, Rockland.
Show
Edward Grinnell of Burkettville, Vision which pierced the veiling mists of
—The Humorist (London).
be ’issued, and th? public will be
rel exhibit. An entry of 25 Red De
News over the telephone at mid with his police dog. has been catchpain
Will the party who borrowed the
beyond the mortal shadows
welcome.
At the recent Pomologieal Show licious won second, honors.
night from Rochester, N. Y., notify- j jng some wild cattle for Roger Nor And saw
plain
This speaks very well for Knox bureau and table from the Copeland Continuous service of steaks and
ing him that he had just attained to wood.
The eternal day-dawn broadening in the held in Portland, E. N. Hobbs of
Hope carried off many prizes. This County apples. Those attending the place in Warren, kindly return '■hops and supper specials are now
Announcement is made that Dr. the honorable degree of Grandfather. Mr. an(j jjrs. Melvin Philbrook
sky"
year was one of the largest ever held show from Knox County were: Mr. i ecri Otbri | pi i •(
Linwood T. Rogers, osteopath, is *o explains the smiles that today are were in Rockland Saturday,
' ■atured at Mrs. Thurlow’s. The
Albert Emery, University of Penn there being many fine exhibits of and Mrs. E. N. Hobbs and Mr. and be returned also and would appreci ! i incheon idea in connection with the
cWse his offices at 400 Main street wreathing the countenance of Frank Miss Abbie Buck, representing thc
ate
it
if
you
would
call
during
thc
sylvania
student,
is
rallying
well
from
apples
shown
in
bushel
boxes
and
Mrs.
A.
P.
Allen
of
Hope.
Mr.
and
W.
Fuller,
and
the
general
air
of
conx<
a
<pp
Public
Health
Association,
the present week and enter practice
ice cream parlors has met with high
baskets as well as barrel displays. Mrs. J. F. Calderwood, Mrs. Frank day ■■nci save me repairs. A. t-ieiun favor
at Fort Fairfield where he has an ex- gratulation pervading the premises visited Stone School last Wednesday an operation for appendicitis.
109-tf
—
adv.
144*
It
ceptionally promising location. Dr. of Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
aud talked to the children about the
Rogers has been in practice here for
---modern health crusade program beHa'rold S. Corthell, eminent com- : mg carried on in Maine schools this
two years.
mander of Camden Commandery. K. year. Among other things, she
Herbert Curtis is moving from the T., has issued invitations for A1 stressed the importance of obtaining
Brown house into the house on Pine "ladies' night." to be held at Camden birth certificates. She was accomOpera House Thursday evening. The ! panied by Supt. Frank Rowe.
street which he bought recently and grand
march (Sir Knights in full
___________
which he has remodeled and im
LATE BOWLING RESULTS
proved. John Nutt who has been Templar regalia) will start at 8.30. An
occupying the Parker house. Warren, interesting entertainment of readings.
Late bowling results: at Carr's—
street, is moving into the Charles vocal selections and feats of magic
out of town talent has been ar Burpee Furniture 1361, I. L. Snow
Brown house on Pine street, just va;, by
ranged.
Co., 1311; Forty Club 1367, Perry’s
cated by thc Curtis family.
Market 1343: Forty Club 1406, Kicka
fr
poo 1327; at Star alleys, Newhart's
Thc resignation of Dr. Linwood T< delivery ' truck
tru< io his Granite street
Rogers as president of the Forty hqme and skipped into the house for Stars 1902, Lindsey's Wonders 1897.
Club was thc principal interest of a hurried bite of supper. Ten minutes
Protect Hotel Employes
that organization's meeting yester later he emerged to find the machine
day. He goes the present week to. gone, yet no sound
will
__
Employes of the King Edward
had been heard
Fort Fairfield. Principal Blaisdell The police were about to be brought Hotel of Toronto are provided with
told of the proposed hockey rink, into the mystery when a keen eyed approximately $383,000 in life insurCharles T. Berry spoke of Florida membgrof the family descried an un- ancc ln combination with sick and
and S. Nilo Spear related some of accustomed reflection of light in a accident benefits.
his hardy nautical achievements neighboring field and investigation
A Kansas Record-Breaker
there.
disclosed there the missing car, none one of the largest group policies
CEDAR CHESTS—Eminently practical is such a gift. Beautiful in Red Cedar and
the worse for a driverless roll down ever written in Kansas covers 600 emClaremont Commandery, K. T.g the hill.
ployes of the Fred Wolferman CorWalnut, with any finish desired. All sizes, all styles, including the new drawer arrange
last night elected these officers:
----poration for a total of one and a
ment. We have the most extensive line in the city to choose from.
Commander, Edward O'B. Gonia;
The Knox County Sportsmen’s ano quarter million dollars.
Generalissimo, I. Lawton Bray; cap Landowners’ Association is circulat-:
OVERSTUFFED SUITES—Thri best possible furniture investment. Buy for many
___________
tain general. Albert C. Jones; senior ing a petition which reads: “To the
BORN
years
of comfort and beauty of the home. A wide range of prices from $89.50 up; fin
warden. Axel E. Brunberg; junior Legislature of Maine, we the under FOSTER—At Rochester. N. Y.. Dec. 1, to
warden, Raymond L. Watts; prelate, signed citizens of the County of Mr and Mrs. R Wyman Foster (Lucy j
ished
in Jacquard, Mohair or Tapestry. Reversible cushions, full spring construction.
Albert' H. Newbert; treasurer, George Knox believing the rapid multipli Fuller), a daughter.
WOTTON—At Chamberlain. Nov. 26. to
W. Smith; recorder, Charles L. Rob cation of moose in our county will Mr and Mrs. Harold Wotton I Doris.
inson; standard bearer, Warren B. soon constitute a serious menace Gilbert), a son. weight 10 pounds.
Gardner; sword bearer. Carl E. most respectfully petition that the SIMMONS—At Lawry. Nov. 27. to Mr.'
Morst; warder. Ralph L. Sellers. The honorable body will give passage to and Mrs. Clayton Simmons, a daugh-1
ter. Barbara Elaine.
1
installation will be held Jan. 5.
a certain bill now before the Legis DEARBORN
—At North Union. Nov. —J
lature providing for a four-day open to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dearborn, a
A large group of unemployed season in Knox County in the month daughter.
r
stormed thc City Building yester of November for the years 1931 and STARR- At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
24, to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Starr
day. drawn by The Courier-Gazette’s 1932 on moose in said county, regard Nov.
lArltta Knowlton), a daughter, Pris
announcement that work would be less of sex."
cilla Joan.
LAMFS—What gift could be in better taste, Lasting, practical, beautiful. Brighten the
furnished through the demolition of
PERRY—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
corner and dress up the home with a lamp—98 Cents and up; all styles and prices, Ask
the city stable and the old rheuma
Nov.
27,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alden
T.
Perry
|
Somebody "jimmied" a rear window
ticky armory building. It will be at Johnston's drug store Sunday 1 (Helen Gregory), a son. Warren
to see our beautiful new shades—absolutely THE thing.
Thomas.
manifeWy impossible to use all who night, but went away apparently I
DAVENPORT
TABLES—Always in good taste, always useful. Beautiful specimens
apply but preference will be given without taking anything. The cash
MARRIED \
to married men or single men with drawer was undisturbed and there WHALEN-STONE-At Qie Baptist par
in
Walnut
and
Mahogany,
$7.00 up.
dependents. Meantime a small crew had apparently been no monkeying sonage. Tenants Harbor. Nov. 24. by
CONGOLEUM GOLD SEAL RUGS—for any room in the house; saves work, saves
is engaged in removing the hetero around the safe. It is quite possible Rev. F. W. art-on. John F. Whalen and
Ethel Stone, bothof Owl's Head.
geneous contents of the Armory that the would-be burglar was fright GARDNER
wear, and is such a gift practical? Well, rather! Priced as low as $3.75.
— At Camden.
building. The old fire engine is- ened away by Mann, the German po Nov. 27. by- SPOFFORD
Rev. G. L. Pressey. Bertram
SMOKING SETS—the ideal gift for the man. Sewing cabinets, Martha Washington
housed in one of the city buildings lice dog, in Perry's Park Street Cafe. Gardner of Rockville and Miss Maxine
Rockport.
near the public landing, while the old which adjoins the drug store. No Spofford of___________
and Priscilla. The ideal gift for the woman.
hose wagons are shivering under bare clue was left except the imprint of a
DIED
SECRETARIES, ODD TABLES, ODD CHAIRS—Literally Hundreds of Suggestions.
poles in the Farnsworth lot across boot estimated as a NO. 9. “Bill has sheldON—At Dresden. Nov. 27 Mr.s.
the street.
one a trifle larger which he is Willing Joseph Sheldon, aged 92 years,
,WE WILL BE PLEASED TO SERVE YOU AND HOLD THE GOODS UNTIL CHRISTMAS!
to apply if the offender is found.
RAWLEY—At Martinsville. Nov. 30. HarDue to thc capable efforts of
riet (Clark), widow of Capt. Joshua T.
Rawley. aged 94 years. 25 days. Fu
Mesdames Averill Morton chairman,
It is well worth one’s while, grown
neral Wednesday at 2 p. m., from
CASH OR EASY TERMS
Frank H. Ingraham and Clifford up or youngster, to visit the new toy- Ridge
Church, Martinsville.
Sistare. members who officiated all land department at Senter Crane’s SMITH—At Boston. Nov. 25. Burnley E.
day. also to the special courtesies of which occupies practically all of the Smith, formerly of Spruce Head, aged
CHRISTMAS CLUB CECKS CASHED
George W. Gay, manager of the third floor. Three large structures 29 years. 10 months, 2 days. Funeral
today Tuesday at 2 o’clock from
Woolworth stores, and to the splen are worthy of special note—the hangar Spruce Head chapel.
did contributions of cakes, candies, with all types of airplanes and motor GOULD—At Camden. Dec. 1. Willis
vegetables, clothing from Educational vehicles, the doll house with its dainty Gould, aged 72 years. 5 months.
Club members from Thomaston and contents and the amusement hall FEYLER—At Rockland. Nov. 30. Nina P..
Jesse Feyler. aged 42 years, 23
this city, the recent club sale in Ma filled with games and all sorts of toys. wife ofFuneral
Tuesday at 2 o'clock at
sonic Temple block was a decided Several large airplanes are due. In days.
Burpee parlors.
success. A check has been sent Mrs. the southeastern corner is Santa's
John T. Skolfield of Portland, for the home where he will meet his friends.j
card of thanks
We wish
reas ourklndnes8es
sincere appreGeneral Foundation Fund, its goal Hls
His workshon
worksnop will
win bp
oe in
in one
one of
oi the
tne clatlon
of t0thee*Pmany
and
being two and a half million dollars windows. A new note observed in tne courtesies extended dulrng the illness
to be raised by federated clubs in dolls this year is the intelligent, natu- and death of our father. Especially we
faces n event wish to thank Capt. Warren Feyler and
three years. Mrs. Rich is a mem ta
raiI pxnre^ion
expression of
oi their
tneir iaces a great Battery F. also Mrs Russell Bartlett,
ber of Mrs. Skolfteld’s state commit improvement over the insipid crea-1 charlotte smith Ailey and Clifford H.
tee.
tions of the pasU
I Smith.
coming neighboAhood evenI?

DECEMBER SALE OF

MILLINERY
GENEROUS DISCOUNTS

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

The Security Trust Company
is distributing

$104,000

to approximately 2,000 Christmas Club
members in Knox County this week
1,

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

The Christmas of 1930
be peculiarly a “Sensible Gift” affair with the mind of the nation taking a decidedly
practical turn. This is already indicated by advance sales all over the country. Hence we present the most prac
tical of common sense gifts—Furniture!

Few Christmas
Suggestions
A

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY

Telephone 980
313-319 Main St.
Rockland, Maine

5
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OWL'S HEAD

Bringing Reggie to

FIRM WOMAN
BENEFITED

Donald Merriam, a senior at Bowdoin College, spent the holiday and
Time
weekend with his parents Mr. and
Mrs. P. S. Merriam.
By H. IRVING KING
Wendell Leadbetter of Quincy,
eginald brown had been
Mass., spent Thanksgiving with his
"keeping company" with Ma
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Levi Leadbet
tilda Hawkins for two years now. After Taking Lydia E. Pinkter.
They perfectly understood that they
All are giad to know t'at Mr. and
RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH
loved each other and were ultimate ham’s Vegetable Compound
Mrs. Frank Ross' child who has been
AN IDEAL COMBINATION
ly to be married; though the formal
very ill with pneumonia is now much
improved.
When radio swiftly leaped into question on Reginald’s part and the
Rev. Helen Carlson spent last week world-wide popularity it was formal assent on Matilda's had
I.ickdalc, Pa,—“Before I was mar
with her people in Massachusetts re thought that phonographs were never been spoken. The fact was ried, niv mother and sister and I did all
turning home Friday.
the farming work
doomed. However, it was soon that Reggie had not spoken because
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McDonald of realized that each possessed cer he had never, in all those two years,
on a 64-acre farm
for eleven years. I
Lee, spent the holiday and weekend tain very desirable features and been in such a financial condition
married a farmer
with her parents P. K. Reed.
manufacturers then decided to that he felt himself Justified ln
and now in addiMr. and Mrs. Carl Reed and Frank combine the two into one instru speaking. To be In love with a girl
tiqn to my house
McDonald made a trip Friday ment for the pleasure of those whose parents had left her a for
work and the care
who want both the radio and tune complicates matters. For
through Central Maine.
some men Matilda's fortune would
of my children I
Alvin Perry recently visited his phonograph.
help him with the
Excellent radio - phonograph have been no complication at all,
sisted Ida Johnson in Thomaston.
outside work on
The Sewing Circ’e meets this week combinations are now to be had at only an incentive to hasten the wed
our farm. After
Thursday at 10 o'clock with Mrs. a price formerly paid for a radio ding. But Reggie was not of that
my last child w as
Leroy Paige at Crescent Eeach for receiver or a phonograph alone. sort
born, I began to
This new instrument offers far bet
He hardly expected that he would
an all-day session.
suffer as many
ter reproduction than was thought ever be able to give Matty—as he
* * * *
possible a few years ago, due to called her—such a luxurious home women do. Finally our family doctor
Thanksgiving Entertainment
told me to try Lydia E. Pinkham’s
The pupils of the Timber Hill some radio features that are also as that which she now enjoyed in Vegetable
Compound. I did and now I
school gave a pleasing Thanksgiving used in connection with the phono the house of her great aunt.
Reggie had been “bred to the law” am a new woman and I know that good
entertainment last Wednesday eve graph.
but hnd never been able to estab health is better than riches.”—Mrs.
BOTH HAVE ADVANTAGES
ning under supervision of the teacher
lish himself in his profession. He Clyde I. Sherman, It. #1, Lickdale, Pa.
Mrs. Myra Scammon at the Com
Unquestionably the radio is a
munity building with this program: more flexible device than the pho was alone ln the world and mak
Psalm 100. school; Why We Give nograph. The very fact that with ing heavy weather of it in his at
Thanks. Elizabeth Scammon; Flag a radio one may receive daily hun tempts to reach the haven of a mod
Salute, school; The First Thanksgiv dreds of programs of entirely dif est competence. Reggie was des
The plans of this fine home may be obtained at our office together with cost estimates and
ing. William Foster; That's Thanks ferent character, has been the perate. He thought of going to
giving. Grade III.; Two Little Pil chief reason for its popularity. Matty and telling her just how
complete building information
grims. Margaret Borgerson and Carl The repertoire,of an evening’s en matters stood, of saying to her: "I
Reed, Jr.; Bobby's Choice, Lester tertainment is vast and includes am a failure—and shall always be
If you have been waiting for
Emery; song. "Over the River, Cam most every kind of music, talks, one. It's no use. I love you too
prices to reach bottom—come now
illa Emery. Beda Emery. Alice White. plays, descriptions of sports well to allow you to share my
for ours are already there!
fortunes, or to cast myself
Madeline Philbrook; A Thanksgiving events, important news happen broken
Tremendous Reductions on these
as a burden upon your wealth. You
ings,
etc.
Dream.
Chesley
Emery;
Thanksgiv

ROCKLAND, MAINE
greatest values ever offered. Come
On the other hand, the phono would despise me if I did. nnd
ing at Grandma's, Alice White: Hello.
in—nose around and you will see
so.”
BUILDING SUPPLIES
Mr. Turkey. Perry Margeson; Grand graph has the advantage that one justly
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS
a lot. It will give you an idea
Had Matty known how affairs
may play a particular selection
ma's Pies. Camilla Emery.
of the unbelievable value offered
Reggie she would have
LUMBER
SHINGLES
PAINT
TELEPHONE 14
Play, “Tommy's Thanksgiving Din whenever one chooses. You may stood with
here. We have a fine selection of
to him, thrown herself and
ner"—Tommy. James Farrell; Mr. listen to your old favorites over rushed
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
her wealth at his feet nnd com
Bowl of Soup, Warner St. Clair; Mr. and over again.
Special Stoves, in fact everything
What is more logical, then, than manded him to take it and her. But
Simmons
Saturday
evening.
Mrs.
Turkey,
William
Buckminster;
Cran

WARREN
to make a home. We also carry
__
William Partridge took first honors. berry Maids—Lucille Ware. Joan the radio-phonograph combina she didn’t know and, therefore, she
was peeved. Having no mother to
a complete line of Store and
WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?
v,
A,—
A child health meeting will be held Emery. Ruth Foster, Mary Dyer, tion? In modern instruments, the confide
Office Furniture.
in she confided to Aunt
radio receiver and loudspeaker
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stickney en- . . congregational vestry Wed- Josephine
Buckminster.
Miriam are
tertained over the holiday Mr. and«atJde
used for the reproduction of Tilda. The old lady was delighted
nesday,
Dec.
3.
at
2
o'clock
Scammon;
Mr.
Irish
Pota'o.
Alvin
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Frank Ulmer of Rockland, Mr.
phonograph music. The equip to be made the confidant In a love
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. William
Miss White Onion. Margaret the
ment includes a turntable, oper affair.
and Mrs. Curtis Starrett and daugh Russell Thursday were Mr. and Mrs. Perry;
FURNITURE CO.
Borgerson;
Mr.
Cabbage.
Perrv
ated by an electric motor, and »
"Oh, you dear child.” cried the
ter Etta. Mrs. Robert Cogan and
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Caler and children of Thom Margeson; Mr. Peter Pumpkin, Carl pick up device, resembling an or old lady, "oh, you delightful girl.
children of Warren and Mrs. Hattie Isaac
Product Co.
aston. Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Caler, Reed, Jr.; Miss Cook Bcok, Virginia dinary phonograph tone arm. All Reggie is timid; that’s all. Make
T. Weston of Auburn.
Telephone 427-R
Charles Storer, Mrs. Austin Wylie Merriam.
units
are
mounted
in
a
single
cabi

him
jealous,
child.
That'll
bring
Fessenden Wight spent Thanks
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
daughter.
Thanksgiving Joys, Beda Emery; net. This simplicity results both him to time. There is Percy Deighgiving with his parents Mr. and Mrs. and
llOSTtf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
A.
Simmons
en

The
Magic
Vine,
William
Buck

in
ease
of
operation
and
low
cost
ton.
He's
in
love
with
yon,
I
know
Kendrick Wight.
dinner Thursday with minster; A Good Thanksgiving.
Incidentally, I believe that the lie Is. Pretend to encourage him—
Through typographical error the joyed a turkey
Mrs. B. V. Simmons.
Dorothea Merriam; One Drawback, widespread popularity of radio is and let Reggie see it He'll speak
deer shot by Lester French last week MrA .and
of friends were delight Anabel St. Clair; Six Little Turkeys, Increasing the demand for phono then."
was noted as weighing 500 pounds. fully group
entertained Saturday evening Primary Grade; Hansel. Gretel Folk graph music. In listening to musi
“But would that be right?" de
It weighed only 150 pounds.
cal programs we frequently hear murred Matty, “to encourage the
a baked bean supper at the home Dance. Primary Grade.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory and at
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene D’Jrgin,
Plav, Scenes From Pilgrim Life— a selection that attracts us—one attentions of a man whom I did not
son Carlton of Rockland spent last Guests
present from Thomaston
Alice White; Mary Aller that we should like to hear again intend to marry?"
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. W. F. were Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Copeland, Priscilla,
ton. Madeline Philbrook; John Alden, and again.
“Oh, all’s fair in love and war,”
Thomas.
Science is continually working laughed the old woman.
Emma Seavey Mr. and Mrs. Robert St. Clair; Mistress Hopkins,
Mrs. C A. french and granddaugh Mrs.
wonders
for
our
happiness.
The
Copeland and Mr. and Mrs. Dorothea Merriam; Endurance. Vir
what makes you think that
ter Edith of Warren, Mrs. F. E. Mason
radio enables us to attend con Mr.“But
Jones; from Friendship, Mr. ginia Merriam; Patience, Elizabeth certs,
Delgbton Is In love with me?"
irown and Miss Jane Brown of Alpheus
prize
fights,
operas
—
listen
Roland Thompson and Mr. Scammon; William Bradford. Anabel to presidential speeches or dance objected Matty, “he has never
'omaston spent the holiday with and Mrs.
any—er—symptoms.”
Mrs. Kenneth Thompson; from St. Clair; John Howland. Adelbert music
from our comfortable chairs. shown
M and Mrs. W. F. Overlock at Orff's and
A Musical Instrument
“Oh, I know. I can tell,” chuckled
Philbrook; Master Chilton, Lester The phonograph
Portland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leland
Phil

enables
us,
virtu

C
T, Waldoboro.
Emery; Miles Standish, William ally, to have our own private or Aunt Tilda; "you go ahead and
brook
and
children;
Warren,
Mr.
and
The
Orthophonic of Radio
W :am Dobbins and Lyman Mrs. Frank L. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Foster; John Carver. Camilla Emerv;
do as I say If you want your Reg
F
■ 1 agreed to divide the deer William Russell. Mrs. Susie Phil Elder Brewster. Beda Emery. An ad chestras and opera companies per gie."
«
,ey shot last week after find brook and children; Warren, Mr. and mission fee of 10 cents netted $4.30 forming programs of our individ
Matty went away ln deep thought.
ual selection in our homes.
ing
the two shots fired almost Percy French. It being the tenth for the school fund.
She did not approve of her aunt's
With
the
combination
radio
and
sin
eously hit a vital spot.
ROCKLAND, ME.
anniversary of the Durgins,
phonograph the home becomes at plan but then she did want Reggie.
M
K. J. Overlock accompanied awedding
Now it so happened that Mr.
124-tf
our pleasure a theatre with an al
beautiful
floor
lamp
was
presented
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
by
’rank Peabody went to Bos them by the guests.
Delghton
was
not
In
love
with
most endless variety of entertain
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
ton S
.-day.
Matty
at
all.
He
was
a
man
of
ment.
Dr. .id Mrs. Forrest T. Bangs re Mrs. William Morrison was in lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
forty-five, a widower and a prosper
turnee
Boston Saturday after Portland a few days last week with) when
ous lawyer who managed Aunt
POULTRYMEN
her
husband
who
has
employment
Dirigible
Total
Loss
i spendin.
holiday with relatives
Tilda’s business affairs for her. In
there.
Mrs.
Morrison
returned
Sun

METHYL
BALM
ATTENTION!
in this p
The Eritish Government carried this capacity, and that of a family
day.
wil! bring almost instant relief*7
We \Vant Your
no insurance on the dirigible R-100 friend, he was often at the Lawton
William
Allen
and
family
have
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby were
which crashed and burned in France. home and had taken a fatherly in
A scientifically compounded ex
LIVE POULTRY
settled
in
the
eastern
side
of
the
hosts Friday evening at a bridge
The loss was total on the great ship, terest in Matty, whose girlish
ternal application that should be
And Will Pay Highest Market
party at their home on the South Shortelle house. Mr. Allen formerly in every home. Sold only at
which was valued at eight million beauty he admired and whose in
Price
\
telligent conversations he much en
Warren road. Three tables were at was superintendent of the .Farns
dollars.
Call or write and trucks will call.
joyed.
That
was
all.
He
was,
there

play and honors were won by Mrs. worth mills at Lisbon Centre.
Johnston’s Drug Store
COHEN BROS.
a
B. V. Simmons was a recent caller
Helen Simmons of Thomaston and
Old Lady (witnessing tug-of-war fore greatly surprised and not a
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
on M. L. Carroll at New Harbor.
little
shocked
and
annoyed
when
lie
A. V. McIntire.
for the first time)—“Wouldn't it be
WARREN, ME.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Gross and Sent Post Paid on receipt of price simpler dear for them to get a knife realized that Matty was obviously
William Piper spent the holiday
75 cents
Telephone
Warren 2-3
daughter
of
Camden
spent
the
week

“
setting
her
cap
for
him.
”
with Mr. and Mrs. George Cassens,
and cut it?”—Boston Transcript.
ntr
Reference:
Any
poultry raiser
end
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maynard
"You
did
very
well,
very
well,
Rockland.
109-tf
Genthner.
Indeed,” said Aunt Tilda after the
Mrs. Newell Eugley has been ill.
Mr and Mrs. William Partridge ac
second of these embarrassing meet
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. MacDonald were
ings. “Now, we must get Reggie
guests on the holiday of Mr. and Mrs. companied by Mr. and Mrs. M. S.
How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has Intentionally
Hahn motored to Winthrop Sunday
and Deighton here together and you
Erastus Stahl, Camden.
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
do as well as you did today and
Donald Mathews and friend Ralph i afternoon.
are easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long It will take
we'll bring Reggie to book in no
Monroe of Wellesley, Mass, were I Rev. Howard Welch completed
YOU to find them.
time."
guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. V. Math moving his household goods from
“Auntie, I can’t and won’t go on
Auburn Monday.
ews last week.
with this,” said Matty. “What will
Since 1840 thia Arm haa
Mrs. Ellen Wellman and Maurice Mr .and Mrs. Harry Gordon were
Mr. Deighton think of me?"
faithfully served the famlltea
Wellman entertained at dinner dinner guests Sunday of Mrs. Mary
“
Oh,
I
’
ll
fix
Deighton
all
right,
”
of Knox County
; Thanksgiving Day, Mrs. Laura E. Montgomery and Frank Montgomery.
returned the old lady.
LADY ATTENDANT
Blake, Mrs. Wilmar Stanley of, ®'xD"_P°u!d and Lewis G°uld were
The
next
time
Deightgn
called
Tai. Day 450; 791-1
Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Esten Blake quests Thanksgiving Day of Mrs. A.
Aunt Tilda took him uside and told
AMBULANCE SERVICE
1 and family of Augusta and Mrs. B- Stevenson at Camden.
him
the
whole
story,
begging
him
id
1
Mrs. May Robbins spent Thursn
12.
e 9
1
2 3 4 5 6
, Emma Miller of Bath.
to play his part in her little comedy.
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Ludwig had as day with Judge Payson, Rockland,
“Really,” said the lawyer, “I fear
13
14
guests Thursday Mr. and Mrs. j A Farm Bureau meeting will be
1 am too poor an actor to do as you
ROCKLAND, ME.
Percy Kenniston and daughter Eliza- held at the Montgomery rooms
W
request.” But two days later
1
! beth of Warren and Mr. and Mrs. Thursday. "Fabric Painting" is to be
15 lb
16
17
Reggie
came
rushing
to
Matty,
wav

J
Frank Hallowell and sons Edgar and taken UP and
wiI1 be an all-day
ing his hat and crying oat, “Hurrah.
"1
pj-nnk.
j session. Every one is cordially in1
We can get married now, Matty.
20
19
Fred Kenniston and Raymond vltXd'
I’ve got a Job as offlce manager for
Kenniston
passed
the
holiday
with
t
Rebekah
fair,
supper
and
en1
old Deighton at a good, fat salary
24
□ ,55
21
Mrs. Lizzie Maguire, Rockland.
, tertamment will take place Dec 4.
—and If I make good, ns I will, he
I Mrs. Ida Briggs was a visitor last , Mr' and Mr.s- Clarence E' Madden
says he will take me into partner
1
2b
Wednesday with Mrs. Clifford Over- £ -wer? guests Thanksgiving Day of
ship later.”
We want alt your LIVE POUL
lock of East Warren.
iMr■ and DMrf' Ef
Sawte”e >n Au“Is this a proposal?" asked Matty.
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
30
3Z
29
31
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Spear, Miss gusta' Eart °f th* ^eke"d they
“It Is,” replied Reggie.
' 'or write Charles Shane, care of
Mildred SDear and Irvine SDear were spent wlth Mr' and Mrs' Clarence
“There,” said Aunt Tilda that ; JR. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tai.
™ddroed
iSf
Madden. Sr., also of that city.
1
1
35
34
night
to
her
niece,
“
I
told
you
if
“y SI
Mr' and Mrs Alton Richards and
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
you followed my advice Reggie
Spear, Waldoboro.
] Miss Bertha Philbrook of Rockland,
your door. References: Any poul
would
propose."
38
3G 37
39
try raiser.
• • * •
John Cates of Warren and Barrett
(Copyright)
An alarm was turned in Saturday Clark of Bowdoin College were holi44
41
4Z
forenoon for a fire at the Baptist day guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. B.
CHARLES SHANE CO.
No Time Lo.t
parsonage which had been put in j Clark.
27-tf
An
Indianapolis
business
man,
49
45
48 !
46
readiness for the family of Rev. Gilbert Harmon of Bowdoin Col known for rigorous allegiance to his
Howard Welch who was moving here lege spent the holiday and weekend
duties, was asked how he found
r
L_ 53
| from Auburn. The kitchen was with Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Harmon,
51
50
time to go to the movies with his
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
damaged somewhat but fortunately
wife almost every week.
it is covered by insurance and soon
criT ITU WARRFM
ROCKLAND
55 5L
1
54
58
“Well, you see It’s this way: 1 35 LIMEROCK ST.
will be made as good as new.
Henry Jordan and family of
find It doesn’t take any more time
Osteopathic
Physician
Mr. xx
and- Mrs., A C. Hawes xand
\\\\
to go Jhnn to hear the whole story
,O
59
x.I. E. Rockland
Day
Starrett
of Union were guests —
Thursu
Awere Thanksgiving
»
Teltphone 136
of the thing after my wife-returns.”
w
w
day of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Star The new warden of the State
—Indianapolis News.
! 6Z6»
rett.
“W
Prison entered on his duties Dec. 1.
Friends will be Interested to know
1
Worth While Quotation
and
that Miss Norma Packard has changed
^r' and Mrs. M. P. Jordan were
Are not all true men that live, DR. PERLEY R. DAMC
KX Thanksgiving Day guests at Rodney
,
VERTICAL (C nt.)
HORIZONTAL
I HORIZON"■
from the employ of the telephone Jordan's, Thomaston.
or that ever lived, soldiers of the
.ttle 11-Visions
1-One of the churches 45-Tc - ■
Dentist
office at Rockland and Is to enter the
same army, -enlisted under God’s
The sewing club met with Mrs.
12-To accost
7-Largest country of
b..
office of the Camden & Rockland Nettie
ROCKLAND, I
captaincy to do battle against the 302 MAIN ST.
Copeland
Friday
aJternoon.
18-ls indebted for
Asia
46-Ont
Water
same enemy—the empire of dark
Telephone 91S-M
49-Equa ty c- al e
IS-Relieves
,, Co..
t
»,
_ i There will be no meeting this week
13- Author of “Baron
ness and wrong? Why should we
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Norwood
several were obliged to be absent,
EO-Spanisn i
24- Surfeit
Munchausen”
offer you and your family warm days
misknow one another—fight, not
tertained three tables of bridge
Orne
PrBidav
51-To carry v.ith
25- Sea eagle
14- Take out (Print.)
against the enemy, hut against our DR.L1NWOOD T. ROGERS
Thanksgiving evening
New London t reJoin the Kacht
in the desert and a sunny seashore.
exertion
27-City in S. W.
15-Glutton
Howard Kenniston of Augusta was Rhe<
J
selves, from mere difference of uni
53- Combining iorr —
Prussia
17-Put forth leaves
• • •
•
form?—Carlyle.
Osteopathic Phy»ician
hThVcXanciTnnigaved bridge at' Mrs' Nettie Copeland and Mrs'
23-Mountains of
19- To possess
egg
thT home £ Mrand" Mrs Alv4 Rosa Cuttin* left M°ndaV aR™"
S. America
54- Pcaceable
20- Short for sister
Golf and horseback riding keep
400 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
One
Point
of
View
CO—Solid form of water
57-Relied
21- Part of the head
for the State Grange in Lewiston.
the pounds down and the pep up.
Want of tact Is at bottom of self TELEPHONE 1295 Residence 253-M
59-Touchy
31- Franc (abbr.)
22- Born
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland were
ishness, for self thinks and acts
GO-Cerium c id
32- An ending of nouns
23- Builds a nest
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
visitors Sunday at Harris Copeland's
•
•
•
•
only for self.
61- Members of a
53-Jnsightliness
25-The Irish Gaelic
at The Meadows.
DENTAL NOTICE
*
35-Near
sisterhood
2J-To flow out
A card party was held at the home
A
Santa
Fe
ticket
to
California
will
3G-Fathers
Urgent
23-A sign of zodiac— 62- Fanes
DR.
J. H. DAMON
of C. J. Copeland Saturday evening.
take you through Phoenix on Santa
37-M istake
the ram
The need of the hour: More pen Is back in his office for the winter
Reports from the Knox Hospital
VERi
33- Steal
29- To pass through a
itence In our Denitentlarles.—Mil aud will make appointments each day
are very encouraging as to the con- |
Fe rails "all the way" from Chicago.
40-Ridicules
sieve
waukee Journal.
dition of Herbert Bucklin which is AU-expense
You
leave
on
the
Santa
Fe
and
arrive
from 10 to 2
43-Without fee*
1- A familia houses
32-Noted American
very pleasing to his many inquiring
130TStf
plant
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
landscape painter
44-To wash
on the Santa Fe.
friends.
I
California
2- Dried plums
STEAMBOAT CO.
34-Scratched with a
46-A pacing h ve
Abel Fuller of Rockland visited
pointed Instrument 3- A pine-tree product 4?-To choose
The famous Fred Harvey dining serv
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
his sister Mrs. W. O. Counce last Tours
A u
30- Relative rank in life 4- Doctrines
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
week;
48-A coin of Inaia
ice
is
another
exclusive
feature.
A.
M..
Stonington
6.25, North Haven 7.25.
5A
country
of
Europe
R. W. TYLER
39-Large lake in
Annie Soucy of Thomaston was a certain days
52-Earliest stage of an
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
6- Stretched tight
Make Pullman rosarvations aarly.
S. Australia
recent visitor at Rose Marshall's.
land about 9.30.
organism
RADIO
SERVICE AND REPAIRS
8- Wastes time
41- A city in
Return—Leaves Rockland at. 1.30 P. M.,
Hazen Jewett of Solon and aunt this winter
S. CARLSON. Dlst. Pass. Agent
35-Negativu
Vinalhaven
2.45,
North
Haven
3.30,
Stoft»
9An
insect
NEW
BICKNELL
S. E. Belgium
.SANTA FE KY.
Mrs. H. H. Steward of Skowhegan
ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swan’s
-Anger
10-Highest note of
212 Old South llldg., BOSTON, MASS.
Phone 710
P. O. Box 359
42- Having lost
were Thanksgiving guests at Frank
Island
about
6.00
P.
M.
Phones; Liberty 7941 anil 794.
SM
58-To pinch
Guido's scale
135tf
freshness
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
. Adams'.

R

CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture

W. H. GLOVER <& CO.

Victor Radio
Maine Music Store

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

BURPEE’S

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

u

J

n

stop
worrying
about winter

D

California
Southern
Arizona

”4

ju

143-tf

Every-Other-Day
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WEST ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. William Monkhousc
of Portland were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Clark.
John Lane has been home from
Boston visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Augustus Laine. He returns
today, Tuesday, to his work as man
aged of an A.&P. store.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Heal and son
Harold were guests Thanksgiving
Day of their son Robert. Sunday
they were dinner guests of another
son W. D. Heal in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton
have been visiting in Boston the past
week.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wheeler and
son Stanley spent Thanksgiving Day
at Mr. Wheeler’s father's in Camden.
Mrs. Bert Andrews and sons Clark
and Walter were holiday guests of
her parents in Walpole.
Mrs. Geneva Collamore and Miss
Hazel Parker motored to Augusta
Sunday to visit relatives. Miss Ber
nice Parker spent the weekend in
that city.
Friday mdrning a fire which
originated around the chimney in an
upstairs room caused much damage
to the residence of Samuel Rankin
on Rockland street near Rocky Pond.
When the housekeeper on going up
stairs to do the chamber wbrk,
opened the door of the room she was
faced by such a volume of flames and
smoke that she was unable to enter.
Word was dispatched to the local fire
department by J. F. Heal who had
been delivering milk there. Men
were soon on the scene with hand
chemicals, but even then a lively
blaze was in progress and smoke was
pouring from the windows and
around ’the eaves. Both Rockport
and Camden chemical trucks re
sponded to the telephone calls. A
line of hose w’as laid from Rocky
Pond and the Rockport engine
pumped a good stream of water into
the burning structure and saved if
from being totally destroyed. Har
old Burnell of the Rockport company
was struck by the nozzle and put out
of action. The fire was confined to
the upper portion of the main house,
but as usual there was much damage
caused by smoke and water. All the
downstairs furniture was removed
and saved but everything in the
upper part of the main house was
destroyed including clothing and fur
niture. Much sympathy is felt for
Mr. Rankin who is a Civil War vet
eran and who moved here from
Rockland some years ago. He has
no near relatives and he lost his wife,
Estelle < Davis) Rankin, only last
spring after a very brief illness.

All Buddies Together—Veterans tt

CUSHING
PLEASANT POINT
3230
Miss Fannie Crute is at home from | James Seavey, Mrs. Olive Barter
Winsted, Conn., coming to spend j and Gwendolyn Stimpson spent
Thanksgiving with her mother Mrs. Thanksgiving Day with relatives in
Mary Crute and remaining over St. George.
ALL
TULIP AND
Monday to attend the funeral of her Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Morse have re
uncle, Judge F. B. Miller of Rock turned from a week's visit in Boston.
COLORS
HYACINTH
land.
Capt. J. O. Chadwick and Leon
Mrs. Nancy Bushnell of Thomas Chadwick spent Thanksgiving Day in
ton is at the home of her daughter j Rockland.
Mrs. W. F. Flint for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney and
25'; discount on any and all bulbs. Dozen lots
Miss Orpha V. Killeran was at j Miss Enid Maloney of Port Clyde
or more. A splendid variety for your choice.
home from Hinckley, Good Will spent Sunday of last week with his
Fresh. Clean Bulbs. Holland's finest bulbs, im
Farm, to spend the holiday with her parents.
ported direct by us. The world's standard of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Killeran, j Mrs. D. L. Maloney, Miss Arietta
excellence in quality and beautiful colors. Take
who met her in Augusta Wednesday jMajoney ftntj Miss Edith Searcy have
advantage of this opportunity today! It will
and accompanied her home.
_
Oetumed from a week's visi t in
soon be too late to plant bulbs outdoors.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Olson, children i Pepperell, Mass.
Tulip Bulbs 55c to !Jlc per dozen—5', off.
John and Ida, John Olson and
Mr. and Mrs. Raybert Stevens en
Hyacinth bulbs 31.50 to $2.<5 per dozen, 25'i off.
daughter Christina were in South tertained a party of 18 Thanksgiving
Hope Sunday, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Day at their home.
F. I. Geyer.
Rev. Mr. Timberlake of Friendship
Friends here of Mr. and Mrs. F. I. preached in the schoolhouse Sunday
Geyer were pained to learn of their afternoon.
injuries sustained in an accident, Mrs. Raymond Coombs has re
while motoring to Rockland from turned to her home in Islesboro, after
South Hope but glad to know they a week's visit with her son Byron
arc improving.
Coombs and family.
Wilpas and Walpas Sallinen spent Plans are being made for a Christ
the holiday in Rockland.
mas tree and concert in the schoolEli Maloney and Farnham Stone! house on Christmas Eve.
were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
rCDERAL and TCMPLL SIS.,
PORTLAND
MAINE
Joseph Kalloch of Searsport was
M. J. Maloney Thanksgiving Day.
at F. S. Stone's recently.
•
Mrs. S. F. Seavey and grandson
Mrs Eula Coombs entertained the
Leslie Seavey of Pleasant Point ladies of the Hardscrabble sewing
were at B. S. Geyer's Wednesday.
circle last Wednesday. The circle is dinner party Sunday at their home: town, and attended their suppers
Mrs. C. A. Geyer was a recent to meet with Mrs. Susie Davis this R. E. Dunn, Will Hastings. Frank whenever possible. He will be greatly
.
visitor at the home of her sister week.
Hills, Leila Clark and Ardelle Maxey, missed.
Burt Carter has returned from a all of Thomaston.
Mrs. S. F. Seavey, Pleasant Point.
Mrs. D. L. Maloney and Miss Edith ten days’ visit with relatives in Houl- j The news of thc death of Judge
"You don't love me any more.
j Frank B. Miller has brought sadness
Searcy, teacher in district 5, spent ton and Ellsworth.
__ jpast
__ week
___ in Massachusetts, Mrs. Rose Robinson and Miss Edna to his many friends in this place He When you see me crying now you
the
guests of relatives and friends, con- j Robinson of Warren are visiting Mr. was much interested in the work be- don't ask why.”
sequently there was no school last ' and Mrs. Everett Davis.
i ing done by the members of the "I'm awfully sorry, my dear, but
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney en- Pleasant Point Improvement Society these puestions have already cost me
week.
Mrs. Nora Ulmer is at Riley Davis’ tertained the following guests at a to get good roads in this part of the such a lot of money."—Montreal Star.
for a few weeks again, Miss Elsie
Judge John liarton Payne, chairman o, the American lied Cross, and Red Cross grey ladies ■ with
Seppala who was there formerly,
veterans of three tears: left to rigid, seated. Civil War veteran amt legless veteran of the World War;
having returned home.
standing, left to right, grey ladies from Walter Iteed, with Judge Payne in center, and Civil War and
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Geyer and Mas
ROCKLAND DTV»«»ON
Spanish-American war veterans at end. The picture teas made at the White House garden party given by
ter Beverly Geyer were Thanksgiving
President and Mrs. Hoover for disabled veterans of W ashington's hospitals.
guests of Mrs. S. A. Miller and
family in Thomaston.
LTHOUGH Vnore than a dec times, or of their problems of to enlisted men of Army, Navy and
Mrs. E. K. Maloney and children
ade has passed since the day, they also talk o! the Red Cross, Marine Corps in their problems.
Edith and Clyde were guests of her
•World War. and the average which is always standing by to help The national organization also
parents Mr. and Mrs. Warren Mank
young man who enlisted In the them. During the Civil War the maintains Red Cross men workers
in Thomaston at a family gathering
at
camps,
army
posts
and
naval
Red
Cross
bad
not
yet
been
organ
Spanieh-America’i war has now
Thanksgiving Day.
passed his fiftieth year, yet de ized In this country, but It has been bases to aid ln recreation and per
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney are at
CHILDREN op
PARENTS
home from Medomak where they
mands by war veterans for services on every battlefield that Americans sonal problems of the servlet men.
About forty thousand gay. cre have been the past few months.
that the American Red Cross Is have engaged in, since that time.
A son, weight 10 pounds, was born :
chartered by Congress to give them. But Civil War veterans have the tonne Christmas bags, packed by
Nov. 26, to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wot- 1
advice and counsel of Red Cross women all over the nation, go to
Increase annually.
New pension legislation, passed chapters, just as have veterans of tbe American soldiers, sailors and I ton of Chamberlain. Mr. Wotton
marines on foreign service, to bring I was formerly a resident of this place,
in the last session of Congress, af more recent wars.
his wife Miss Doris Gilbert of
All veterans In hospitals know the them a remembrance from home
fects both of these classes of men,
Chamberlain.
at
this
season
of
good
cheer.
kindly
attentions
of
the
Red
Cross
and Red Cross Chapters In twentyMr. and Mrs. H. L. Killerhan and
These activities are supported by
six hundred communities are pre hospital workers, who provide en
daughter Orpha spent Thanksgiving
pared to aid the veterans in pre tertainment, motion picture shows, the public, through their annual
Day with Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Seavey.
small comforts, and serve as friend Red Cross membership dues paid
paring their claims.
Friends of Judge Frank B. Miller
NORTH WARREN
When old soldiers of any of the and messenger of mercy when once each year at the time of the
were saddened to learn of his death.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Cunningham
wars that Americans have engaged family troubles or difficulties arise. roll call. Armistice Day to Thanks He was a loyal son of this town, al
were guests Sunday at E. S. Craw
ways holding its activities and de
Red Cross chapters also serve the giving Day.
in, get together for a talk over old
ford's.
velopments near to his heart, and he
Lester Mank and Burleigh Mank
will be missed by many whom he has
are in the meat business this fall.
FRIENDSHIP
VINALHAVEN
ISLE AU HAUT
Mrs. Bertha Castner of Waldoboro Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Simmons of Fred Hall returned Saturday from Capt. and Mrs. Albert Coombs of befriended and cheered in many |
spent Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and Lawry are receiving congratulations Rockland where he spent Thanks Brooklyn, N. Y., and Mrs. Leona Rob ways.
M. J. Maloney and Farnham Stone
Mrs. F. O. Jameson.
inson of Thomaston are guests of Mr. have returned from a hunting trip
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley were on the birth Thanksgiving Day of a giving Day, with relatives.
and
Mrs.
George
C.
Coombs
and
daughter.
Barbara
Elaine.
Toivo Holmstrom of Boston was in
in Waldo County.
visitors at Ed. Crawford’s Sunday.
family.
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Robinson spent
L. Mank spent a few days in Rock Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wincapaw of j town for the holiday.
West
Waldoboro
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Packages
Miss Marjorie Stinson of Stoning Thanksgiving Day in Rockland,
land last week.
Odd Fellow Club gave a luncheon
For Silks and
Melvin
Simmons
Thanksgiving
Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mank and
and bridge Frdiay night at Odd ton spent the weekend with Ruth guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Robishaw.
Donald Mank spent the holiday with Mrs. Margaret Nicholas and Miss Fellows hall. Honors went to Mrs. Rich.
Woolens
Leslie Barton of Rockland recently
Newton J. Peck of Woodbridge.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hawes in Union. Dorothy Crockett of Rockland visit Fred K. Coombs and Frank Grimes
visited
his
father
Frank
Barton
at
Conn.,
William
Andrews
of
Orange,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Starrett en ed friends in town Sunday,
Julius Sederburg will leave Tues
DISSOLVES INSTANTLY
Kimball's Island.
Conn., were at Saint's Retreat last
tertained I. E. Starrett and Mr. and Granville T. Brow is in East Ma day for Sweden.
Mrs. A C. Hawes and little daughter chias on business for Burnham & Ethel Wright was home from Bos Ernest Smith of New London, week.
Priscilla of Union Thanksgiving Day. Morrill Co. of Portland.
Conn., and brother Clarence Smith of The past week gave us a touch of
Postmaster and Mrs. Ray Win- ton for the holiday the guest of her Stonington were weekend guests of winter the mercury falling as low as
Mrs. C. W. Mank recently visited
sister
Mrs.
John
Mathieson.
her sister Mrs. Lula Williamson in chenpaw and Miss Elizabeth Winchzero in some places. Quite a con
Mr. ana Mrs. Ulysses Grant.
enpaw motored to Portland Satur Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Knight and
Thomaston.
trast from the previous week, when
Per Can
Mrs.
S.
E.
Rich
recently
visited
her
daughters Lorothy and Betty of
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Lawry and N. C. day,
mother Mrs. Lucinda Gerrish at the temperature was like summer.
Crawford spent Thanksgiving Day Mrs. Byron Thompson and Charles Unity and Mrs. Marcia Knight of Stonington.
Mr. and Mrs. Laureston Creamer
A. D. Sylvester were in charge of the Boston , spent Thanksgiving Day
with their brother E. S. Crawford.
are soon to close their home here, and
with Mr. and Mrs. Emil Coombs, re- Mrs. Kenneth Robbins and baby of go to Pleasant Point, to spend the
Miss Lubelle Mank was at home postoffice Saturday.
Stonington
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Bur Carl Fales has returned from State turning to their homes Friday.
winter with their daughter Mrs.
Street Hospital, Portland, and is con- Max White was home from Rock- Mrs. Carol Chapin.
leigh Mank, Thanksgiving Day.
Riley Davis and family.
Larg£
The, Busy Bee Society meets next Miss Mina Woodcock is visiting
valescing favorably from his recent land for the holiday.
Can
Wednesday
evening
at
the
home
of
winslowsm lls
relatives
in
Thomaston.
operation.
m. p smith was in Rockland FriMr. and Mrs. C. W. Creamer enter Capt. Cleveland Bums of New dav and motored to Boston. Mr. Ava Rich.
The pupils of the school, under the
tained 14 friends and relatives at a Bedford spent Thanksgiving with his Smith and father-in-law A. B. Vinal
TENANT’S HARBOR
Thanksgiving dinner. The guests family in town.
expect to sail for Savannah, Dec. 1 direction of their teacher Mrs. Her
THREE
present were Mr. and Mrs. Roland B. The funeral of Andrew J. Munroe • then motor to St. Petersburg where bert Morse, are rehearsing for a play Mrs. Bertha Maxwell who has been
Per 2-Oz.
Creamer and daughter Pauline and took place in the Advent Church they will spend the winter months. to be presented Dec. 12 in Revere visiting relatives in Stonington re
turned home Friday and is now with
Phil Hutchins of Rockland, Mr. and Saturday afternoon. Interment was The picture and ihask. ball at Me hall.
Bottle
Mrs. W. A. Vannah, Mr. and Mrs. in the Roadside cemetery.
John K. Barter spent Thanksgiving her daughter Mrs. Harry Paterson.
morial hall Thursday night was Well
Mrs. Willis Wilson and son were
C. N. Light and children Minnie, Joseph Thibodeau returned home patronized. Among the fortunate Day in Rockland.
Charles and Esther and Miss Lois Saturday from a trip to North
A mask ball was held in Revere dinner guests Thanksgiving Day of
ones were Mabel Erickson and Ralph hall
Small of Winslow's Mills.
Thanksgiving evening with a Mrs. E. E. Allen.
Whitefield.
OR
Doughty;
first
ladies'
prize
went
to
Large
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Welt of Port
large crowd in attendance. Music Mrs. Everette Snow is a guest of
Ruth
Snowman,
as
Krazy
Kat;
secland spent Thanksgiving week with The toll of accidents of all classes
was furnished by the local orchestra. relatives ir. Thomaston.
Can
was set forth in a report by D- ond t0 Mrs- Homer Oray as the 01(1 Noyes
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Welt.
McDonald piano. Ralph Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Rivers have
CROW
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Sprague spent Dublin, general chairman of the sta- Fashioned Doll; third to Frances i Chapin violin and Leon Small saxo- moved into the John Reed house for
Thanksgiving Day with their daugh tistics section of the National Safetv Hopkins and Mildred Smith as Amos phone. Coffee, cocoa, cakes and the winter.
ter Mrs. Laila Lovejoy in Waldoboro. Council. He said that 97,000 persons and Andy.; first men’s prize to Ralph sandwiches were served at inter- Fred Watts and William Long are
TRY A BLUEBERRY PIE
DOROTHY RICH
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shuman and were killed by accidents in the Unit Doughty as Capt. Kidd; second, mission.
on a hunting trip.
Milford Jackson of this place were ed States last year and predicted that "Amos and Andy;" third to Hilton Harvard Ingraham of Rockland Lincoln Monaghan and family of
guests of Mrs. Alta Brown in Rock the figure will reach 100,000 this Young as Rollican Rogue. Music by spent Thanksgiving Day with his Braintree. Mass. , were weekend
year. The volume of fatal accidents the Fakers.
land Thanksgiving Day.
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. James guests of his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Haskell of has increased more than 28 percent
Annual meeting of DeValois Com- Conley at York Island.
Leland Ulmer and family were
Waverly, Mass., and Miss Lena Peck since 1920. More injuries are caused mandery. will be held Friday night,
Thanksgiving Day guests of his par
ham visited Miss Linda Vannah Wed by accidents in the United States with election of officers..
ents Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ulmer.
No. 2 Can
l Pound Box
APPLETON RIDGE
than in any other civilized country. , Regular meeting of Ladies of the
nesday and Thursday.
EHie, wife of William White of
Ella Sherman who has been visit The four principal forms of fatal ac G.A.R. Friday night.
Mrs. Hazle Perry has a piano, pur- Newton, Mass., died Saturday morning in Wakefield and Malden, Mass., cidents in the home are falls, burns,
Regular meeting of Lafayette chased of Frank Thomas In Camden, ing in a hospital. Funeral services
returned home by auto Wednesday. asphyxiations and poisons.
The weekly prayer and praise serv- were held in that city Monday and
HERSHLY’S
Carver Corps tonight.
ice was held Thursday evening at the services at Tenant's Harbor cemetery
Carl Frederickson, song leader of home of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Davidson. Wednesday morning. Mrs. White
Chocolate SYRUP
the evangelistic services left Satur Charles Adams of Liberty was the was native of this place, a daughter
day for Boston. As a soloist, his leader and there were 18 present.
of the late Capt. Edward Hart.
singing has been much enjoyed and
FANCY
SCOT TISSUE
Mrs. Gertrude Moody, Misses Lucy Thaddeus Maxwell of Everett,
appreciated.
and Alice Moody were weekend guests Mass., was in town last week.
Celeste Carver left Sunday by of relatives in Augusta.
Per box
plane for Rockland enroute to Lewis Mr. and Mrs. William Newbert and Too bad Noah can't be here to tell
ton, where she is a student at Bates C. F. Newbert attended the funeral of the G.O.P. how to load an elephant
$
College.
their cousin John Luce in Burkett- and a camel in the same vehicle.—
MAVIS
Arkanas Gazette.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marr and vile Friday.
Sweet
Quart
8
children who have been guests of her
TALCUM
POWDER
Jar
/
Mixed
8
grandmother Mrs. William Clayter,
returned Saturday to Portland.
Mrs. Harold Gustavison was in the
1 city Friday.
WITH CHINA
PkK-JU > 1
U UVni J7
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lawry are
spending the winter montlfs in Rock
land.
GOLD MEDAL
CALIFORNIA
C. S. Libby expects to leave this
Mrs. Elsie L. Neales of 8A Wash
week for Wollaston, Mass.
ington street, Portland, Maine, says
Per
Large <
Joseph Kittredge has moved his
of this great medicine: “I suffered
Pkg.
Can JL /
barber'•shop into the building for
from gas on my stomach. I would
Know what you are taking to relieve that pain, cold, merly occupied by the Security Trust.
bloat a lot, and then the gas would
Pauline Smith entertained the
press up around my heart and would
headache, sore throat. Aspirin is not only effective, it is T.F.'s
EVERY DAY
FOSS’
at her home Saturday after
just make me feel miserable. I suf
noon.
fered so from such severe headaches
always safe.
L. A. Coombs picked a large bou
Per
that I would have to lie down until
Small Cans
of marigolds, bachelor buttons
they passed; and I think these head
Bottle
The tablet stamped with the Bayer cross is reliable, quet
and sweet alyssum on Thanksgiving
_____ J ,,,,
......
aches were caused by the poor con
always the same—brings prompt relief safely—does not Day at Shore Acres.
dition of my liver, and I would get
THREE CROW
District Deputy Grand Patriarch
terrible pains in my stomach. My
RANCHO
depress the heart.
Albert H. Newbert of Rockland ac
appetite was poor, and nights I just
companied by Deputy Grand Junior
couldn’t sleep. My blood was also in
Lb.
Don't take chances; get the genuine product identified Warden Luke S. Davis will install the
a very poor condition, and most of
officers of Island Home Encampment
the
time
I
just
felt
tired,
and
I
think
by the name BAYER on the package and the word tonight Tuesday, at Odd Fellows hall.
I was in quite a rundown condition.
A six o'clock supper will be served to
Mr. Howard of 215A Congress Street
GENUINE printed in red.
members and ladies. The elected
had taken Fon-Tone with such won
officers are, chief patriarch, Aubrey
derful results that he told me to try
Ames; high priest, Frank Grimes;
It. I have now taken four bottles of
ORANGE
senior warden, Melville Smith; junior
MRS. ELSIE L. NEALES
this wonderful medicine, and it has
PEKOE
warden, Everett Billings; scribe,
really done wonders for me, as my
Charles L. Boman.
With every dose of Bon-Tone you , stomach feels fine, and I no longer
take, 14 of Mother Nature's health- j suffer from any gas pains. Those
Bayer-Tablets
14 Lb.
>2 Lb.
In a ruling recently issued the At giving, roots, leaves, barks and berries ■ terrible headaches have disappeared
Pkg.
Pkg.
torney General of Ohio held that come to the rescue of your Health, —my appetite is good and I sleep
♦rust funds consisting of life insur Bon-Tone attacks . the cause and soundly nights. All in all, I really
ance proceeds are not taxable, in thereby removes the effects. If you feel just like a new woman-----thanks
spite of a previous decision to the are suffering with disorders of the (to Bon-Tone."
ASK FOR DEAL ON GOLD MEDAL CAKE FLOUR
contrary. The legislature is to be stomach, kidneys, lvier and bowels. Rockland Pharmacy, Inc,, and David
asked to pass laws to clarify the you owe it to yourself to try Bon- L. McCarty's Drag store.
Tone—for your health's sake.
I Bon-Tone is for sale in Rockland at
situation.

CLOSING OUT-

Civil, Spanish and World Wars

BULBS

25% DISCOUNT

WEEK OF DECEMBER 1st TO DECEMBER 6th

2

25*

COHOE

RED SALMON 15

T

Lawrence’s
Hulled Corn

20c

VANILLA
LEMON
PEPPERMINT

Bean Hole'
BEANS

X3C

CHECKERBERRY

27c

CHOCOLATES^ BLUEBERRIES

S9C
2^15*

49

BUDDIE PEAS 2*•“ 365*

WARNING
when buying Aspirin
be sure it is genuine
Bayer Aspirin

STATIONERY

if

PICKLES

Mrs. Neales Happy Because
Bon-Tone Gave New Health

MOTHER’S OATS « « f P

Peaches

(J SOAP

C—

Cake Flour

Disinfectant

9'

Vienna Sausage J "“25°

NATION-WIDE
Formosa

1Aspirini,

Z6C

24' s Toilet Paper 5

TEA

X7’

i MUk 5

18*
.*.0

w
25'

\ EPSOM SALTS

NATION-WIDE

TEA

35c

Every-Othcr-Day
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In Everybody’s Column»

STATE OF MAINE
Lost and Found
Knox. ss.
. _
To the Honorable Justice of the Su
Advertisements in this column not to
LOST—Lady's gold wrist watch Saturperior Court, next to be held at Rock exceed three lines inserted once for 25 day afternoon in Rockland.
Finder
Ladies’ circle of the Baptist
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene U. Ufford and On account of thc Christmas sale
land. within and for the County of cents. 3 times for 50 cents Additional please TEL Thomaston 132-3 and receive
Knox and State of Maine, on the first lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents reward
Church Wednesday afternoon, sup-' daughter Ruth of Auburndale, Mass, and supper of the Ladies' Aid of the
I
144*146
Tuesdav of February A. D. 1931.
per at 6 o'clock. The program fol-I were guests of his mother. Mrs. Lulie M. E. Church on Wednesda y the
Mildred Crouse of Rockland in said for three times. Six words make a line — LOST—Blue tick female hound, ln
lowing the supper will be given by (Ufford, the past week. They le-! regulai meeting of the Johnson
Cushing or Friendship.
Answers to
County and State, wife of Donald
name Bessie. ORRIN F. SMITH. Rock
Crouse respectfully represents; that she
some of Miss Bushnell's pupils, and turned home Saturday accompanied Society will be omitted this week
Wanted
land Tel. 336-M._________ _______ 144-146
was
lawfully
married
to
the
said
Donald
promises to be an excellent enter- by his sister. Mrs. Ethel Griffin, who j Mrs. Annie Gardner was a ThanksCrouse at Rockland on the twenty- ---------------------------------------- - -------;
”"7
LOST—Saturday p. m. on Park St..
will spend a few weelfc in Massa- giving Day guest of her daughter,
seventh day of September A. D. 1923;
tainment
WANTED—Washing and lroni,1c called pocket book containing sum of money,
that
thev
lived
together
as
husband
and
chusetts.
Mrs,
John
Buzzell
and
family
at
for
and
delivered.
MRS.
GERTRUDE
bank
book and driving license. Reward.
Miss Frances Hahn who spent the
wife at said Rockland from the time of COTTON, 16 Kelly lane. Tel. 522-W
Notify MRS OLSON. 63 Park St
Tel.
Albert Reemts of Bryant's Pond is Simonton.
holiday with her father. Roland J.
their said marriage until the fifteenth _________________________________ _144-155 918
________ ____________ 144*146
W. E. Whitney motored to Gorham
dav of November A. D. 1927: that your
Hahn, has returned to her home in in town with headquarters at W. J. Sunday
WANTED—Position as housekeeper or
LOST—Fur lined buckskin color glove,
with his daughter Feme and
libellant has always conducted herself
Bryant's and will canvass the coun
Malden, Mass.
towards her said husband as a faithful, companion. Good home desired rather Friday, between Thorndike Hotel and
Mrs .D. B. Williams of Roxbury ty for the sale of the Rawleigh Miss Edith Wall who were returning
than high wages. TEL. 1158-W. 144-146 Palmer's Jewelry store. W. J. ORNE,
true
and
affectionate
wife;
that
the
said
NOW FORMING
t0 tbeir studies a( the normal school
---------- Trainer's restaurant. Reward.
143-145
Donald Crouse being unmindful of his
has been a recent guest of her niece nrnrinrts
WANTED—Three marine compasses. —. nqT
do_ w.,h whlte ruff
marriage vows and obligations has been ,
,
. I after the Thanksgiving recess spent
WhUe tn Wp
Miss Lutie Rokes.
Mrs. Gertrude Esancy is on the
their parents.
gtiilty of cruel and abusive treatment | ?n°b banrri?°,?eadsrBttVerv cbTao’8 7 C and whhe spot end of
cheap. J. C. of nose. Name D>.i«e
O noworH
and extreme cruelty towards your libel inch barrel heads. Very cheap
Mrs. Lucy Bunker and Miss No- road again selling Larkin products.
Prince.
Reward. matttf
MATTIE
Twentieth Century Club wi|^
144-146 SAASTAMOINEN.
lant; that the residence of thc said HARMON. Rockland. Tel. 595.
at
R 2. Box 90. Warren.
rena Strong were Thanksgiving Day
Roscoe Bessey and Harlan Prescott hold an open meeting Friday evcDonald Crouse ls unknown to vour
142*144
WANTED—Experienced lady canvassers
guests at E. K. Gould and family at went to Massachusetts last week ning at the home of Miss Marion
petitioner and cannot be ascertained by
reasonable diligence; that there is no for house to house canvass on high
the Thorndike Hotel. Rockland, with a load of goods for Mrs. Edith Weidman. Lunch will be served at
collusion between your libellant and the I grade margarine. Apply to SWIFT &
To Let
spending the remainder of the day in Bessey Green.
144-146
said Donald Crouse to obtain a divorce. GO-- Monday morning._____
6 o'clock. Members may invite one
Mr. Gould's home.
Wherefore she prays that a divorce
WANTED—Reliable man to rur. Me- 1
TO LET—Furnlshed flat. 5 rooms, gas,
Mrs.
Lila
Burrill
of
New
York
is
:
guest.
may be decreed between her and the Ness Business ln Knox County. Won- electric lights, flush closet. $4 per week,
Mrs. Frank D. Elliot is leaving for visiting her mother Mrs. Lulie Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Thomas
said Donald Crouse for the cause above derlul opportunity.
Make S8 u $20 732 Main St. Call at 730 MAIN ST.
Boston today. Tuesday.
motored
to
Portland
Sunday
accom

I
set forth
dally. No experience or capital needed
144*146
Fred Hanley and Miss Sarah Lin- Ufford.
Dated at Rockland. Maine this twenty- Write today. McNESS CO.. Dept. M .
panied
by
their
son
Richard
who
was
-------------------------- “-----TC LET—Three room furnished apart
Mr .and Mrs. W. J. Bryant enter returning to Trinity College. Hartfirst day of November A. D. 1930.
nell motored to Portland Sunday to
Freeport, Illinois.
144’lt
MILDRED CROUSE.
ment with bath, centrally located, near
met Miss Elizabeth Creighton who tained Thanksgiving Day Mr. and ford. Conn., after a four days' vaca
Subscribed and sworn to before me
WANTED — Experienced housekeeper High School, corner location.
H. H.
was returning from a visit to her Mrs. F. C. Flint of Rockland. Carl tion.
this twenty-first day,of November A D. would like position ln a small adult STOVER. Ill Limerock St. Tel. 1201.
THOMASTON,
MAINE
144-146
Flint
of
Pittsfield.
Mass..
Mrs.
Mary1930.
family, or will care for a seml-lnvalid.
mother, Mrs. Ruth Creighton, in
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Richards,
JEROME C BURROWS
Address E J. D . 14 Dunn St. Thomas
Luce and daughter Bertha and son Carroll. Mrs. Albert T. Carroll
TO LET—Grocery and meat store loca
Northampton. Mass.
Notary Public
ton. Me.
144-146 tion. shelves all up and ready for busi
Georgia
Philbrook
of
Thomaston.
I Seal,
The guild of the Episcopal Church
and Mrs. Huse Richards spent Fri
ness;
also large indoor golf location,
WANTED—Position in sick-room b*y
STATE OF MAINE
will meet Thursday evening with The afternoon was pleasantly passed day in Portland.
practical male nurse. A. W. ROWELL. Thomaston. H. H. STOVER, 111 Llme144-tf
IL.
S|
Tel. 1201.
144-146
with music, recitations and social Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rhodes enterLiberty. Me . R. F. D 2
_____ 144*146 rock St
Mrs. John E. Walker,
Knox. ss.
WANTED—An
osteopath.
physician.
TO LET-Plve room JlaV All modern,
Clerk's Office. Superior Court
Mrs. Blunt is ill of pneumonia at chat. Fiidat the same company met tained as dinner guests Thanksgiv In Vacation
dentist or beautician, to occupy rooms at 23 Fulton St. ROSE PRESCOTT. 240
*
with Mr. and Mrs.
W. Sayward, lng Day ^jr and ^jrs ehar]es Rhodes
her 'home. West Main -•
street.
—
. .
Broadway.
________ 144-146
Rockland. November 21. A. D 1930.
___at 602
_______
on _second ___
floor
Main St.. _
Rankin
Mrs. W. P. Strong who spent and Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. and jjr and Mrs Albert Rhodes.
Woodbury
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Francis
— 468 Rockland'
'143-145
Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered, block. 'PHONE
TO LET— Lower six room tenement.
SOUTH
BELFAST
the Libellant give notice to said —- - —- —
„
Mrs. Effie Salisbury and Mr. and
Thanksgiving and subsequent days Flint where another bountiful turkey
Wood spent Thanksgiving Day with That
Opposite
Sea
View
Garage.
J. H. MEL
Donald Crouse to appear before our
WANTED—Chance to do all kinds re__________ 144-tf
with her parents in Waterville re- dinner was served. Three Thanks- Mrs Frank Saiisbury spem Thanks-■ I Gilbert Wood has moved to Bel- Mrs. Frank Wood and children.
Superior Court, to be holden at Rock- i Pair work, such as on buildings, furni- VIN. 21 Gay St.
giving days in succession is going giving at the home of Mr. and Mrs. fust to pass the winter with his sister,
Francis Wood is substituting at the land. within and for the County of ture. etc: aIso y^aie^ First class TO LET-—Fivc room furnished apart
tui^icd home Sunday.
Knox, on the first Tuesday of February work assured. ARTHUR BOND. 23 Jef- ment. $7.50 a week. V. F. STUDLEY. 69
e. A. Champney.
Members of Grand View Grange A. * P. store in Belfast.
Six of the seven boys who attended some, so say we all of us.
143-tf
by publishing an attested ferson St.. City. Tel. 196-M.
142 144 Park St. Tel. 1080.
William Drinkwater and Franklin AcopyD of 1931.
the conference in Bangor gave re
Wilbur Hilt has completed his job
Regular meeting of Harbor Light numbering 26 visited Riverside Grange
said Libel, nnd this order thereWANTED- Cases by practical nurse,
TO LET—One 6-room and one 7-room
ports of the several meetings, ban of sawing with his portable mill on Chapter. O.E.S.. takes place this eve- at Poors Mills Friday night and en- Prescott have had the prevailing epi- on. three weeks successively In The Cou- inquire at 90 Broad St.. Or Tel. 323-M rent,
at 17 Warren St.; also 7-room house
rler-Gazette. a newspaper printed ln MRS. LUCY TAYLOR
141 14G at 6 Knox St. All pleasantly located ln
quet and sight seeing trips they at the Sayward lot and has moved it to ning. Degrees will be conferred on joyed the splendid degree work of the demic of whooping cough.
Rockland
in
our
County
of
Knox,
the
wANTFnlR»dio
ren
Air
lobs
Brine
in
good
neighborhood, newly repaired, and
Liberty
Grange.
Mrs.
Cora
Herrick
----------------tended and were taken on. The boys Waldoboro.
, one candidate.
last publication to be thirty days at • WAN rLD-Radio repair jobs. Bring in ^oderatef prlced. A ly toH MILDRED
e ^an wmert radio rS OXTON CRIE. 12 Warren St. or Tel.
have a sense of humor which en
Eighteen Massachusetts Odd Fei- Rev- George F. Currier of Auburn in behalf of Grand View presented Nilo’s Repair Shop. Spring street, least prior to said first Tuelday of Feb- elsewhere. we j^v
anit^t
expert
radio re 577.
next, that he
he_ may there and then
who have
<£n fix
a reJsoSabk
143-tf
livened their remarks. A responsive lows with their wives visited Union wbo bas accepted a call to the pastor - State Deputy Annie L. Aborn with a u-ill be open Saturday nights here- ruary
ln our said court appear and show cause, pair man who can flx it at a reasonable
HOUSE-SHERMAN. Inc. Next
reading between Malcolm Creighton Lodge Saturday night. Union Re- ate
TO LET—In Rockland at 23 Franklin
the Rockport Baptist Church, friendship quilt. A fine harvest feast after for the special convenience of if any he have, why the prayer of said charge
door to Ford Agency. Rockland.
130-tf St., upstairs apart. 4 rooms, garage.
out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head- Libellant should not Ve granted.
and the congregation was very effec bekahs furnished one of their fa-1 e-jpected to arrive Tuesday Vith was served.
HARRY MANSER
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jones and chil- light adjusting etc.
114-tf>
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy MRS DAVID OSIER. R. F. D. 4. Water
tive. Singing was prominent in the mous suppers and a joint meeting his
and will occupy the new dren.
____ ,
143*148
Justice of the Superior Court.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the ville. Me__________
Ruth Wight and George Hardy ----------------------------------------- «—
exercises. The boys who took part was held in the evening which was Parsonage on Commercial street,
A true copy of the Libel and Order of home news, at Central News Co., 66 Con , TO LET—Room with meals in private
spent
Thanksgiving
with
Mr.
and
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381'a Con family at 55 BROADWAY.________ 143-145
were Leonard Storer, Vernon Pack much enjoyed. The Massachusetts At tbe meetlng of Fred A. Norwood.
the Court thereon.
gress St.
I Seal |
ard. Richard Spear. Malcolm Creigh visitors are a jolly bunch and made Y'R'.C” ^rid,^-v evenir’S tbe annual Mrs_ Fred Herrick.
TO LET—Two houses practically new.
Attest. MILTON M. GRIFFIN. Clerk
Grand
View
Grange
will
have
nomi

One has four rooms with bath, all on first
ton. Leroy Whitten, Wilbur Strong. hosts of friends in town, who hope faction of officers will take place
Nov 22-25-Dec. 2
nation
of
officers
Dec.
4.
floor, with garage The other six rooms
The State boys' conference is a fine thev will come again.
For
Sale
M';: Ehza Jo"es of. Th?maBton ?
with bath. Both heat on less than five
The ladies will hold a Farm Bureau
°
spending a few days with her daughgathering for boys to attend.
LIBEL FOR DIVORCE
—------ —------------------------------ -—-------------- -- tons of coal. If you want something
There were IM present at the ters Mrs. Addie Russ and Mrs meeting Dec. 4 with Mrs. Gladys
* • * »
FOR
SALE—Portable
indoor
golf extraordinary in modern rents see these
A Battle Creek physician says,
STATE OF MAINE
courses. 9 hole course $375; 18 hole offerings at once. H H. STOVER. Ill
Prescott. The subject. "Stenciling.’' “Constipation Is responsible for m./e County of Knox, ss
These committees have been ap Methodist Church school Nov. 23. Minnie Weed
142-144
To the Honorable Justice of the Su course. $600 Complete with balls, clubs. Limerock St. Tel. 1201.
pointed for the Methodist fair to be The young ladles' class won the ban- ‘ Mrs. L E. Mann was entertained Mr. and Mrs. Joel Prescott and misery :han any other cause.”
perior Court, next to be held at Rock- score cards and pencils. Sets up in two
But immediate relief has been ; lana“\t,h;n ana Yor"hrCounty-dIKnox hou» Great business opportunity mr n ™
^“aAufor
IW
held tomorrow: Executive commit ner with 12 present. They also fur- Sunday by Mrs. Cacilda Cain and children spent Thanksgiving with Mr
being
install^
by °n'Y E,
SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St
found. A tablet called Rexall Order and State of Maine, on the first Tuesday pmSu
tee. Miss Edith A. Lenfest, Mrs. Edith nished the singing of the closing Mrs. Emma Torrey at their home on and Mrs. Maurice French.
Nineteen members of Grand View lies has been discovered. This tablet of February A. D. 1931.
Hathorn. Mrs. Nina Leach. Miss Cora hymn. Next Sunday the hymn will Union street.
George F. Dean of Rockland in the churches, clubs and fraternal organizai- ?elMrs. Frank Rider and son Byron Grange attended Pomona Tuesday in attracts water from the system Into County
TO LET- Three room apartment on
Fogerty; cooked food. Mrs. Mabel be sung by teachers of the classes.
of Knox and State of Maine tions everywhere Write or phone H. H
Orient St. NELSON B. COBB. Fullerthe
the lazy,
lazy, dry,
dry, evacuating
evacuating bowel
bowel called
called , being the lawful husband of Hilda Dean. STOVER. Ill Limerock St. Tel. 1201.
Creighton. Mrs. Margaret Stewart, Attend and help swell the numbers, returned Sunday from Searsport Belmont.
144-146
Cobb-Davis.
141-tf
respectfully represents; that he was law
andj where they had been guests of Mrs. ^r' anc* Mrs. Clarence Drinkwater
. .
coion. The water loosens the dry fully
Mrs. Effie Seavey; fancy table. Miss as well as enjoy an interesting
married to the said Hilda Dean at
FOR SALE—Clarion parlor stove, large
TO LET-Eight room house after Dec.
instructive
hour.
Rider's
parents
Mr
and
Mrs.
Myron
spe
nt
Thanksgivng
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
fo0(
j
waste
an
d
causes
a
gentle.
Cora Fogerty. Mrs. Edith Richards,
ou the third day of August size. Call 25 LINDEN ST.
144-146 15. furnished, all modern conveniences,
Grover Drinkwater in Lincolnville. thorough, natural movement without Rockland
A D. 1927: that they lived together as
The health conference for all chil Parker since Thanksgiving.
Mrs. Nina Leach. Mrs Howard Wood;
FOR SALE-24 foot sloop. Practically with or without garage, at Ingraham
husband and wife at said Rockland only all rebuilt sails, mast, rigging and ship- R‘J*• „„IMA,NN E SMITH. 37 Spring St.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Herrick
and
son
forming
a
habit
or
ever
Increasing
the
dren
under
school
age
will
be
held
at
•
*
•
•
candy, Miss Alice Tuttle. Miss Kath
one day. to wit. until the fourth day mate stove all new. Just rclastened and tei. ssi-w.
Harold visited relatives in Sandy llose
iti 143
erine Beattie. Mrs. Eleanor Feyler; thc M. E. vestry Thursday from 2 to
of August A. D. 1927; that your libellant
Gardner-Spofford
TO LET House 5 or 9 rooms
EVA
Point
Sunday.
Stop
suffering
from
constipation.
conducted himself towards his said wife re-caulked. Address A. B. C.. Courieraprons. Mrs. Edith Hathorn. Miss 4 o’clock.
Gaz
ette
___
AMES
28
Elm
st.
Tel.
1293141*143
On Thanksgiving Day at the home
Mrs. Francis Wood is recovering chew a R„aI, Orderlie at night. as a faithful, true and affectionate hus
Margaret Crandon; comforters and bem^^esrof
M°f Ml' and MrS E' M Cr0Sby in Cam‘ frOm 80 attack °f grippe'
aay ongni. net Z4 lor ;-c to- band; that on the said fourth day of
FOR SALE—Three piece over-stuffed
TO LET—Good warm room. Apply to
Next day bright. Get 24 for 2iC to- August A. D. 1927 the said Hilda Dean living room suite. Price $75. Inquire 39 28 ELM ST.
rugs. Mrs. Rena Wotton and Mrs. Haskell for several davs “
141*143
den Miss Maxine Spofford and Bert- Mr. andMrs. Joel Wood,Mr. and
day a[the neare9t Rexail Drug -'tore •utterly
deserted your libellant without RANKIN ST. Tei. 750-R._________ 143U45
LET .fwo funllshfd rOQms w,t|>
Hattie Tillson; household table. Mrs. Haskell, tor sexeral days.
ram
Gardner
were
united
in
marriage
Mrs.
Wilbur
Moffitt.
Mrs.
Julia
Charles W Sheldon.
cause; that said utter desertion has con
Katie Webster.
FOR SALE —Living room, bedroom and, private bath. 192 LIMEROCK ST. Tel.
tinued for three consecutive years prior
Henry Boggs of Efist Union spent at 11 o'clock by Rev. G. Lou Pressey
furniture, range and heater at 600 or 211-M.
139-tf
Mrs. Isabel Montgomery and daugh Thanksgiving
to the filing of this libel; that the resi kitchen
bargain. Quick sale desired its leaving
Day
with
his
niece,
of
Boothbay
Harbor,
the
single
ring
dence
of
t
’
aid
Hilda
Dean
is
un

TO LET—Eight-room house, all mod
ter Jane of East Boothbay were holi Mrs. H. L. Robbins.
town
MRS
ALFRIEDE
RAYNES
Owl
’
s
•
ceremony being used. They
known to yc^.r libellant nnd cannot be
ern Improvements at 14 Shaw Ave. In
day guests of Miss Edith A. Lenfest.
ascertained
by
reasonable diligence; Head.Jde^ Tel. 385-14. __________ 143*145 quire 10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 787.
Mr. Stephenson and daughter attended The bride looked
Mrs. Montgomery, past grand matron
that there Is no collusion between your
FOR SALE—Registered Jersey bull. 2’2 _____________________________________ 136-tf
libellant and the said Hilda Dean to years old: perfectly clever and all right.
of the grand chapter of Maine, at Eleanor were Thanksgiving Day tractive in a gown of green
TO LET—Tenement at 18 Gay St.
obtain a divorce.
300 R. I. red pullets, laying. EDGAR
tended the inspection of Grace Chap guests of Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Stephen- meuse and carried pink ehrysantheWherefore he prays that a divorce may MOODY_Teh 9-4 Union.________ 143*145 Apply to L. W. BENNER. 2 North Main
son.
mums.
Dinner
was
served
St.
135-tf
ter. O.E.S.. Wednesday evening.
be decreed between him and the said
FOR SALE—Chow puppies, strong and i
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Lovejoy and atelv following the ceremony’
Hilda Dean for the cause above set forth. healthy,
The following menu will be served
from championship stock Hong .TO LE'.-n warm, sunny apartment of
Dated
at
Rockland.
Maine,
this
twen

family
of
Rockland
spent
Thanksgivyoung
couple
left
for
Augusta
rooms
and
bath,
private
entrance.
ITttirr and
ond Sum
Quni Sultan
Kultan blood
hlnrtrf lines ‘"v
Kong King
at the supper at the Methodist vestry
tieth day of November A. D. 1930.
None better. Order now for Christmas Inquire of ELIZABETH DONOHUE. 89
Friday at 6 o'clock: Roast fresh ham. ing Day with Mr. and Mrs. Robert they will reside for the winter.
GEORGE E. DEAN.
134-tf
delivery.
$35
up.
AVA
CLARK
SIMP Park St.. Rockland.
McKinley.
Gardner
for
several
years
has
Subscribed and sworn to before me SON. Criehaven. Me.
mashed potatoes, turnips, cranberry
142-144
_____________________________________
TO LET—6-room tenement on Spring
this
twentieth
day
of
November
A.
D.
A
party
of
friends
gathered
at
the
her
home
with
Mrs
Mabel
Withee
g
jelly, cabbage salad, rolls, cakes,
1930
FOR SALE Twelve foot store counter
’ Jrv?r»T« 8£o'nflU r1
equipped with 16 iarge drawers. SuitJOSEPH DONDIS, 69 Beech St. Tel.
doughnuts and coffee. A meeting ot home of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Lucas Mechanic street and was graduated
FRANK A. TIRRELL. Jr.
able for grocery or grain store, at your
Notary Public.
the official board is called for Friday Saturday evening and spent a very from Rockport High School last ^ne.
STATE OF MAINE
own price.
GLENDENNING’S CASH
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
pleasant evening. They presented Mr. Mr. Gardner is the son of Mr. and
evening at 7 o'clock.
L. S.)
MARKET. 246 Main St.____ 142*141 and garage. North Main St ROBERT U.
MVand Mrs. Truman Sawyer plan i and
, . Mrs. Lucas with a linen table Mrs. Allen Gardner. Rockville, a
Knox. ss.
FOR SALE —Good used parlor cabinet COLLINS. 3<5 Main St. Tel. 77.
122-tf
graduate of Rockport High, class of
Clerk's Office. Superior Court. heater with oil burner installed. A. S.
to leave next Thursday for Miami,; c‘°th and napkins
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
In Vacation
SIMMONS.
Warren.
Me.
Tel.
12-11
MRS
W.
S.
KENNISTON.
176
Main
St.
Fla., to spend the winter. They will ( Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Robbins and 1928 and of Rockland Commercial
Rockland. November 20. A. D. 1930.
138-tf
go to Boston by train, where they Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood enter- College, and is now employed as
Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered. ____________________________________140*145 Tel. 874-W.____
FOR SALE- Pipeless furnace, large
That the Libellant give notice to said
TO LET—Flve room furnished a£art.
wUl,be met by their son Charles and ^d 7he J°lly ®lxteenh,at Jhe
Hilda Dean to appear before our Su- size, used one season; two three gallon All modern Improvements. Inquire at
his wife, who will convey them the Robblns home Saturday nigh . Din- officei of thc Western Union Tele- g
perior Court to be holden at Rockland. coffee urns with electric heaters, can 12 ELM ST_____________________ 131-tf
PRICES
REASONABLE
rest .of thc way in their automobile. "er Jas s«'ed at 7 oclock. followed graph Co.
Z
| within and for the County of Knox, on use gas or electricity; one Hot Point
TO LET—Apartment ln Bicknell block.
Z the first Tuesday of February A. D. 1930. automatic electric range, four burners, Apply
A ajttaee awaits them at the end nf by brid8e Prizes were awarded to
to B. B. SMITH. Thorndike & Hix
gj by publishing an attested copy of said oven and broiler. TEL. Thomaston 54.
3
I
Mrs.
Carolyn
Williams.
Mrs.
Lina
Seth
Parker
radio
entertainment
Lobster
Co Tel. 208.
131-tf
their ■vjouriwv.
6 Libel, and this order thereon, three _____________________________________ 139-tf
I
Burkett.
Herbert
Thomas
of
Warren
at
Methodist
Church
in
Rockland
I weeks successively in The Courier-GaMiss Edith Wilson who spent the
FOR
SALE
Gas
range
with
oven,
tomorrow night at 7.30.—adv.
| zette, a newspaper printed in Rockland broiler and 4 burners. Used very little.
holidays here returned to Malden aad Carol Heald of Manchester
in our County of Knox, the last publica- Tei. 133-R 64 SUMMER ST______ 138*tf
Sunday.
to
PORT CLYDE
FOR SALE Two electric motors, 7'j
Mrs. Isabel Montgomery and
that
___ h. p and 2 li. p.. in good shape; also
said
daughter Jane have returned home
she Standard computing scales. W. F. TIBGilchrest
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sargent of Fal
to East Boothbay after a visit with
ant BETTS, 143 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
_____________________________________ 122-tf
mouth Foreside were guests Thursday
Monumental Works
Miss Edith Lenfest.
FOR SALE - The fine Stromberg-Carl
E. J. Davis, Prop.
Miss Lenora Ney who spent the of Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Davis.
Main Straat
son radios, a Rolls Royce of all radios
The Willing Workers will hold their
weekend at her home in Portland
Thomaston, Maine
Can be seen and heard at 53 Tillson Ave.
,
has returned and resumed teaching Christmas sale Dec. 9.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
SHAPIRO BROS . Rockland._______ 121-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Brawn and
of the first grade.
Telephone Connection
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
Mr and Mrs .Horace Vose of daughters Myrna and Elizabeth ot
A large list of sum
Nov. 22-25-Dec. 2 tions in Rockland.
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
Thdmaston and Mrs. Jennie Benner South Portland. Mr. and Mrs. Theoestate. Come and talk over my list if
of Waldoboro, were Thanksgiving' dore McLain and daughter Pauline
you wish to buy. JIOBERT U. COLLINS.
FORECLOSURE
375 Mam St. Tel. 77.
131-tf
guests of Mr. and Mrs .B. E. Coombs
Thomaston and Mrs. Edith GillWhereas, Charles A. Woodcock and
at China.
more of South Hiram spent ThanksMildred
H.
Woodcock,
both
of
Rockland
We believe “a satisfied cus
• • • •
| Riving Day with Mr. and Mrs. Loren
in the County of Knox and State of
Miscellaneous
tomer is the best advertise
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated
Grace Chapter, O.E.S., is invited to Teel,
ment,” and on that principle,
April 24. 1929, and recorded ln the Knox
visit Wiwurna Chapter of Waldoboro' Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grendel.
DR JOHN A. LUNT office at 7 Lim*Registry of Deeds. Book 217. Page 223.
our business is increasing.
Dec. 9. with supper at 6 o'clock.
i Misses Charlena and Ruth and Ralph
conveyed to the Rockland Loan and rock St • over Limerock restaurant, every
We shall be very glad to ad
_______
o
___________
„
Corporation Tuesday 10 a. m. to 6 p. m., treatment
Mrs. Peter Thims of Portland is the Orcndel were entertained at the home
Building
Association
vise you on the selection of a
legally organized under the laws of the &n(l reading by appointment.______ 137-tf
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Laforcst
Davis
guest of her sister Mis. J. A. William
State of Maine, and having its principal
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods j
suitable Memorial for your
Thanksgiving Day.
son.
office ln said Rockland a certain parcel at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St
Cemetery plot.
Rev. Augusta Thompson has re
of real estate with buildings thereon. Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
David Libby of Rockland was in
situate in said Rockland, said lot being Tel. 519-J
131-tf'
town Monday calling upon his for turned to his home in Hampton. N.
60
by
62
feet,
and
situated
at
"Stover's
LET E A KNOWLTON file your saws
mer co-worker E. P. Ahern the West- H., after visiting relatives here.
Heights" so called, at corner cf Broad
Wm. E. Dornan & Son
Donald Gordon of Weeks' Mills is
way and Hewlett Avenue and : lore par and repair your furniture at 216 LIME- .
end grocer.
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010
131-tf
ticularly
described
as
lot
No
9
on
plan
a
guest
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A wind of gale force swept through
j dated March 1927. of lots of II, H. Stover
Inc.
FOR SALE- Penobscot Bay farms and
thc town in the early morning hours. George Robbins.
prepared by L. Dow Jones ai d ol record cottages for sale and rent, attractive
in Knox Registry of Deeds
The shade trees were handled rough
prices. Ideal loaetlons, tea houses. »nd
EAST
UNION,
ME.
As part of the consideratirn hereof this shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
ly, many dead branches torn off. A
117T-tf
deed ls subject to the following: The Maine.
128-t. I
at
the
same
time
there
will
be
a
large elm standing in the yard of meeting of the church. Business of
grantee or his succssors in title shall
erect no garage or out buildings on the
Albert Payson, Beechwoods street, importance is to be acted upon.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
granted premises unless the same shall
was broken off about 12 feet above
conform to the style of architecture of copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Mrs.
Marie
Ingraham
left
Sunday
the ground. Two henhouses on Al
the dwelling there situate. Grantor and home news, at Central News Co . 66 Con
*£c* US. PAT*
Its successors In title may at all reason gress Bt.; or Ross News-stand. 331V2 Con
bert Hall's farm were turned part to visit her sister Mrs. Pratt in Ten
able times enter upon the premises for gress St.
way around on their foundation. A ant's Harbor.
thc purpose ol repairing thc sewer sys
Oscar
Hodgkins
spent
the
weekend
heavy fall of rain followed the blow.
tem which serves the granted premises
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
and adjoining properties restoring the
Prof, and Mrs. Galen Eustis of with his grandmother Mrs. Oscar
Whereas Sidney Wentworth of Hope in
same
to
their
former
condition
ujxm
W*ate™ill7'wh7‘came"’to spend" the Blunt, returning to Portland Sunday.
the County of Knox and StAtc of Maine,
completion of such work or repairs.
by his mortgage deed dated the 21st
Thanksgiving holiday with Capt. and
Mrs. Mildred Crie of Rockland
And whereas. the. condition
saidday of November. 1928, and recorded in
,
- of
—-----mortgage has been,
been broken: Now. theret]
Mrs. Blanchard Orne have returned. v,~ted in town Monday.
the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 218.
fore, by reason, of the breach of the
The steel in the Thomaston-Warconveyed to me. the underhome.
condition
thereof the
said Rockland signed, a certain parcel bf real estate
.
„
»
.
Dr. E. W. Hodgkins drove in Sun-' ren bridge is all in place. There are
Loan and Building Association claims a situated in said Hope and bounded and
day morning with the carcass of a 7000 rivets to be headed which will
foreclosure of said mortgage.
described as follows, to wit:
i
Witness Whereof, thc said RockOn the North by lands of Alden Robbear he had shot in Nicatis Lake take two weeks and another week
lann
Loan
and
Building
Association
has
bins and Jethro Simmons; on the East
region, about 30 miles northeast of W^1 be required to clear up and ship
caused this instrument to be sealed with by lands of Ansel Keene. Betsey Wcntthe town of Lincon. The bear with the material used in the building of
its corporate .seal and signed in its cor- ; worth and Ephraim Gould; on the
porate name by its Secretary Harry O South by land of Ephraim Gould; and
the entrails
removed weighed 3j£ the bridge. The crew will be here
i 5"; tn<JreiJnt° huly authorized, this on the West by lands of Lewis Wentpounds and Monday attracted much until Christmas.
<.2d day of November in the year one worth and John Gurney, and containing
thousand nine hundred and thirty.
attention as he hung suspended from
Boston Transcript:—A small din- ,
about 78 acres, with thc buildings
(Signed)
thereon.
a tree in the doctor's yard. His coat ner a^
Copley-Plaza for the i
ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING AS
And Whereas thc condition of said
• of glossy black is very attractive.
I pourers will follow the tea at which
SOCIATION
t
I mortgage has been broken,
By HARRY O. GURDY
Mrs. Marie B Singer and niece Mr. and Mrs. Albert Trowbridge
i
Now Therefore, by reason of the
(Corporate 8eal)(k
Secretary
i lynach of the condition thereof. I claim
Betty Brown, returned Saturday, Gould of 16 Louisburg square will
STATE OF MAINE
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
from Portland.
present their daughter. Miss May
Knox SS.
Dated this thirteenth day of NoveinRockland. Nov. 22. 1930 i ber. A. D. 1930.
Miss Gladys Doherty who has been Gould, at the Brae-Burn Country
Personally^ appeared. Harry O. Gurdy
WILLIAM B. FISH
visiting friends in Gray arrived club- next Saturday, Dec. 6. Miss
Sccrrtary of thr Rockland Loan and i
STATE OF MAINE
home Saturday.
| Gould attended the Pountaine
.u' . .*H(«l»tioil and made oath | Knox SS.
November 13. 1930.
Good presswork and ty
that the foregoing notice of Foreclosure
Personally appeared thc above sub
Mrs Buker and grandchildren left Schoo! at Cannes, France, and spent
ls true.
scribed William B. Fish and made oath
pography are mechani
Friday for their home in Bath. Mr. a year at Smith College. She is now
Before me
that the foregoing foreclosure notice Is
Buker awaits the coming of the new . at Radcliffe. Miss Frances Hills of
(Signed) EDWARD K GOULD
, true.
cal certainties in our
141-T-147
Justice of the Peace.
warden at the State Prison.
| Paris. France, is her house guest for
Before me.
EDWARD C PAYSON
printing work. It's what
Miss Janet Leighton has returned her debut. Pouring at the tea will be
138-T-144
Justice of the Peace.

THOMASTON

ROCKPORT

UbhON

Join Our 1931

CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB

THE THOMASTON

NATIONAL BANK

Rgjjgf

£urse

of Constipation

2

PwhatYoirWariF
LiIn the WANT ADS

PARK STREET SERVICE STATION

f

every grave.

Memorials

SINCLAIR
This Gas is used by the
FIRE DEPARTMENTS
of AUGUSTA and PORTLAND
for Quick, Efficient Work
Sold at The

to Springfield. Mass., having the Miss Ellen De Normandie, Miss Betty
comuanv of her mother as far as P°Pe. Miss Jane Brown. Miss Anne
Boston
I Pelton, Miss Elizabeth Harding. Miss
Mrs Errol Buker of Bath was the Sally Morrison, Miss Betty Siegener.
weekend guest of her mother. Mrs. Miss Eleanor Notman. Miss Barbara
Truman Sawyer.
1 Holdsworth, Miss Virginia McNeil
Stanley Kalloch returned to Ban- ' and Miss Barbara Young.
gor Sunday after spending the
--------- - -----weekend with his parents.
I Seth Parker radio entertainment
Mrs John Delano has moved her at Methodist Church in Rockland
family into the recently vacated tomorrow night at 7.30.—adv.
E. K. Winchenbach house on Fluker '
----------------street.
I
^ve Years of Results
Hollis Gillchrest has moved from Two life underwriters of San FranHyler street into Mr. Frisb-e’s Green cisco have written applications every
street tenement.
t week without intermission for fivn
A business meeting of the Congre- consecutive years. For the past,
national society is called foi Friday three years one of these men has I
evening at 7 o’clock in the vestry and averaged two applications a week. 1

LOG CABIN
PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

SINCLAIR PRODUCTS
United Motor Fuel Corporation
144-146

Backache
Leg Pains

Tf Getting Up Nights, Backache,
frequent day calls, Leg Pains, Nerv
ousness, or Burning, due to functional Bladder Irritation, in acid condi
tions, makes you feel tired, depressed
and discouraged, try the Cyste^ Test.
Works fast, starts circulating thru
the system in 15 minutes. Praised by
thousands for rapid and positive ac
tion. Don’t give up. Try Cystex (pro
nounced Siss-tex) today, under the
Iron-Clid Guarantee. Must quickly
allay these <*<uidltions, improve lestfol ski p and energy, or u?oiiey bnck«
Only C^c at
C. II. Moor & Co., Rockland

Our Advertising

Columns Are

precedes them that de
velops good printing
salesmanship . . . the
brains, taste and attrac
tiveness in preparation.

1

I

the

,

Merchant’s

'
|
I

Show Windows

LET'S ESTIMATE

YOUR JOB!

The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Every-Other-Day

Seven

In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department
especially desires Information of social
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladly
received.
TELEPHONE ........................... 770 or 791-W >

Charles T. Spear and Miss Hazel i
Spear were Thanksgiving guests of
Carus T. Spear in Bangor.
Mrs. Joseph Sheldon, who has
visited her son Charles W. Sheldon
in this city many times during his j
residence here, died in Dresden
Thanksgiving Day at the age of 92.

brisintas failings
Srpoattara

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Sayward and
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant of Union ;
were Thanksgiving Day guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank C. Flint, Franklin
ttreet.

C. O. Flint, manager of the Western
Union Telnegraph office in Pittsfield,
Mass., spent his vacation with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Flint, •
Franklin street.

Wc congratulate you on the thought that prompted

Mrs. Roger Wolcott has returned
from three weeks' visit with her hus
band in Hartford, Conn.

you to start last year to “Save for Next Christmas.” The
check which you will receive today or tomorrow from

Mr. and Mrs. John Hanson were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
E. Morton at The Highlands.
Miss Elizabeth Smith of Vinal
haven was the Thanksgiving guest of
her cousin, Mrs. Addie Rogers. She
returned home Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel were
guests in Portland over the weekend
of Capt, and Sirs. Ernest F. Ginn.
Charles Perry of North Conway
and Lester Marshall of Lewiston who
have been guests of Mr. Perry’s sister
Mrs. Annie Webber; and his brother,
Manley T. Perry, returned home
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester T. Marshall
of Swampscott, Mass., motored to
this city at weekend. In Boston they
were joined by Mr. and Mrs. Warren
P. Doughty of Albany, N. Y„ who
were enroute to Gray, to visit Mr.
Doughty's mother. Mrs. Marshall is
visiting her sieter, Mrs. Annie
Webber.

A family gathering was held Sun
day night at the Granite street home
of Mrs. May V. Richardson in honor
of her birthday.

In the whirl of Christmas shopping for gifts, you will
save time and trouble by shopping here where a com
plete variety of attractive gift items have been assembled
to answer gift problems easily and quickly and at lower
prices.

some bank will bring you happiness. You deserve it.
^The next big question is—“What are

you going to do with your Christmas

money?” You used good judgment in sav
ing it—we hope all depositors use as good

judgment in spending it.

See Our Mair Street Window Display

Would it not

be wonderful if you could buy with it (or part of it)
We

will gladly cash your Christmas Club Checks

a gift that would bring pleasure to all of

your family—a gift that would last for many
years to come. ^Such a gift is a Majestic

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

quality products of a great manufacturer.

Miss Eleanor (Rube) Snow of
Brooklyn, N. Y„ spent the holiday
with her parents, Commander and
Mrs. C. F. Snow.
Holiday and weekend guests at the
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney P. Snow of
Wollaston, Mass., were weekend visit home of Mrs. Knott C. Rankin in
ors in town, motoring through from cluded Mrs. H. B. Richards and in
fant son of Canton, N. C., Miss Lucy
Boston.
Ayer of Middletown. Conn., Mrs. E.
Miss Frances Rice Snow came from M. Ayer, sons Edward and Henry of
Tufts College to spend the holiday Greenfield, Mass and Edw. E. Ran
weekend with her parents Com kin, Rockland.
mander and Mrs. C. F. Snow. Ail
the Snow visitors returned by motor
Mrs. Mary Brown has returned fiom
on Sunday afternoon after a very North Haven and is stopping at H.
jolly weekend.
G. Thayer's, Old County road.

Refrigerator or a Majestic Radio—proven,

A Only a very small down payment is all that is needed
Capt. and Mrs. H. M. Farrow and j
son Herman of Glencove and Mrs. ’
Hattie E. Hart of this city left Satur- j
day by motor, enroute for California,
where they will spend the winter.
Mrs. Annie Phillips of Biddeford
Pool, who is making a fortnight's
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Frank L.
Clark, was guest of honor Saturday
evening at a luncheon and bridge
given by Mrs. Clark.

son Chester of Manchester, N. H.,
have been guests of Mrs. Jenks' par
ents Mr. and Mrs. George Howard on
Marble avenue.
,
Dr. and Mrs. P. G. Cadieu were the
guests of relatives in Boston over
Thanksgiving.
#
Mrs. Harold R. Smith on Friday
evening entertained the Auction
Club of which she is a member.
Mrs. Isadore Hoffses entertained
at dinner Thanksgiving Day, Mr.
and Mrs. William Wallace, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Morse, Mr. and Mrs. Sid
ney Carter of Friendship and Mrs.
Willard Wallace of Bremen.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Rackliff, Mr
and Mrs. Eugene Rackliff, FrankBernard. Alvin and Louise Rackliff
of Spruce Head and Mr. and Mrs.
Amos Aehorn and family were guests
Thursday of Mr. and’ Mrs. H. E.
Wentworth.

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Riley who have
Miss Cora Russell of Thomaston
Mrs. Charles L. Slattery of Boston been visiting Mr. and Mrs. James
was a dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. and Dr. and Mrs. Charles Christie of Riley in St. George have ^turned to
R. I. Thompson, Thanksgiving Day. Apponaug, R. I., came to attend the Somerville, Mass.
funeral of Mrs. Sarah L. Kaler Fri
Mrs. Nettie Rackliff of Westbrook, day.
WALDOBORO
is spending a few days with her sis
ter, Mrs. Allen Sawyer, James street.
Miss Gertrude Phillips, entertained Mr. and Mrs William Pierce of
Augusta have been recent guests of
Misses Norma and Martha Seavey the R.V. Club Friday evening. A Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stafford.
spent the weekend with their aunt particularly nice lunch was served. Mrs. Virgil Wallace and son Virgil
A special guest was Miss Marjorie
Mrs. Willard Fales.
Brown of North Haven. Miss Betty and Mrs. Evelyn Castner have been
S50.000.000 Group Outlined
spending a few days in Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hurd of Ash Clark will be the next hostess.
Miss Bessie E. Reed who has been Group insurance starting at
Point went to Darby, Penn., Monday,
in Boston for several weeks re $15,000,000 has been placed for pro
called by the death of their grand
The managers of the Home for turned home Wednesday.
tection of members of the National
daughter Shirley Mae, daughter of Aged Women will meet Wednesday i Miss Jessie L. Keene, a teacher in Rural Letter Carriers’ Association.
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Hurd of that city. at 2.30 with Mrs. S. A. Burpee. «
Gorham Normal School, spent the Arrangements are made for insur
Thanksgivingerecess at her home in ance to cover members of the Asso
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Brown are
Mrs. George Brackett, recently this place.
ciation, their wives and children.
spending the winter with Mr. Brown's operated upon for appendicitis at | Mr. and Mrs. Kenenth Weston of , Plans are being launched to increase
father in West Rockport.
Knox Hospital, is making excellent 1 Caribou have been guests of Mr. and the membership of the association to
recovery, and will return home today. Mrs. S. H. Weston.
a point where the insurance cover
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Cutting
age will be raised to $50,000,000.
Mrs.
Isabelle
Boothby
and
Charles
of South Portland spent Thanksgiv
Miss Rhandcna Armstrong who te- Lilly spent the holiday with Mr. and
WHEN IN NEW lOKK-luu i»u
ing with Mrs. Cutting's father, Dr ccntly resigned her position as! Mrs. Fred Lilly in Hallowell.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Hotaling’s agenev, 308
W. H. Armstrong.
teacher of home economics in Ely,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Jenks and West 40th St.
Nevada, arrives tomorrow for a i
There will be a meeting of the month's visit with her father, Dr. j
ladies' society of the Universalist W. H. Armstrong. Business in Ohio,
Cnurch after the supper Thursday Washington, D. C. and Pennsylvania |
night.
has detained her, since leaving Ely. J
She will be attached to the staff of a
Miss Barbara Karl has returned to Pennsylvania college.
Maine Central Institute after spend
ing Thanksgiving and the weekend at
Mrs. Frank W. Ames of Matinicus
home. She was accompanied by her is guest, of Mrs. E. H. Cameron,
classmate Adelia Ames of Matinicus, Pleasant street, for a few days.
who has been her guest.
Edwin V. Shea and family of[
Miss Isabel Kirkpatrick is visiting Spruce Head are occupying apart-|
in Worcester.
ments at The Lauriette for the
winter.
. |
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel spent the
weekend in Portland, guests of Capt
John J. Perry who was operated
and Mrs. Ernest F. Ginn, Pitt street on for appendicitis at Knox Hospital
who accompanied them on a trip to yesterday is resting comfortably.
the White Mountains.
J. A. Tolman was the guest last
Miss Fannie Crute of WHtetcad, week of his daughter, Mrs. Guy
Conn., Mrs. Annie C. Peterson, Mrs. Sheldon, in Canada.
Louise Brooks, John Tibbetts and
Bion Tibbetts of Columbia Falls were
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Fuller and Mr.
among the relatives of the late Judge and Mrs. M. E. Wotton entertained
Miller who were here yesterday to at a small supper party for Mr. and
attend the funeral.
Mrs. H. N. MoDougall of Portland
evening. Mr. and Mrs. Mc
Miss Doris Riley who has been the Sunday
guest of her cousin. Miss Emma Hard Dougall returned to Portland Mon
ing at 'Sheriffs Lodge.'' Limerock day afternoon.
street has returned to West Somer
The Y.P.B. will meet with Miss
ville, Mass.
Alena Young Wednesday at 7.30.
Are you tired of “Shop Early?" j
Alfred E. Keyes of the Burpee &
It's good advice, anyway, from Miss
SUDDEN drop in tempera | automobile experts giving specific
Bicknell's shop at 12 Knox street., Lamb staff is off duty because of
ture — frozen radiator — ear j directions as to the proper care of
since she seldom duplicates a hand illness.
in tlio garage for repairs! i ihe automobile cooling system.
made gift—adv.
It is pointed out that there must
One of the prettiest of last week's That story will be told over and
a thorough cleansing of the cool
It’s time to order your magazines social events was the dancing party over again for the many thoughtless he
for Christmas gifts. Why not place i at the Copper Kettle Porch given as motorists who neglect to put their ing system and a tightening up of
the order with Sherwood E. Frost. a birthday observance by Miss Faith cars in proper condition for winter all parts before even the best of
anti freeze solutions will function
Tel. 1181-Y.
144*146 Ulmer. The two events did not ex driving.
actly concide, but into this evening,
Automobile authorities, the Unit properly and give adequate protec
crowded with enjoyment was all the ed Slates Weather Bureau and the tion.
enthusiasm and interest that could United States Bureau of Standards
As to the choice of an anti
have been produced on the exact have come to the assistance of the freeze, the Bureau of Standards,
date. There were approximately 20 motorist in an effort to reduce the after long research, advises that the
couples on the dancing surface and enormous damages done the auto solution should meet these nine
music for the festivities was fur mobiles of the country during win tests: (1) must give complete pro
nished by Mr. and Mrs. Albert R. ter freezes.
tection, (2) should not boil away,
Marsh and Ernest Munro. During
(3) must do no damage to the cool
Warnings are now being issued
the intermsision fortunes were told
We carry all the latest style
in a very original manner and the detailing the necessary steps to ing system, (4) should not heal up
Cards and Folders with Enve
Porch fairly shook with the merri ward preparing cars for freezing the motor, (5) should not affect the
lopes to match, with your name
ment thus produced. Buffet lunch temperatures, the Weather Bu paint or varnish of the car, (6)
enfereved or printed.
was served from dishes which were reau announcing approximate dates should he odorless, (7) must he nonencompassed by decorations of a when the first freezes may be ex inflammable, (8) should not he vis
most tasteful sort. The young host- j pected, the Bureau ot Standards fix cous at low temperatures nor de
ing the essential qualities of the compose at high temperatures, (9)
ess was in evening gown, and her
ROCKI.AND
charming hospitality made the oc perfect antl-freeze solution, and should not deteriorate.
£ casion a memorable one.
1

to put such a gift in your home — with delivery

Christmas Eve if you wish. May wc show them to you?

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
ELECTRICIANS
Rockland’s Own and Only Authorized Dealer for Majestic Producls
585 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 721

and son Gleason of South Portland
were holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles F. Taylor.
There will be a rummage sale at
Mr and Mrs Harold Small of
Grange hall Tuesday afternoon for Massachusetts have been occupying
benefit of the church.
, th , cottage here for a few days.
MFr and Mrs. H. H. Hupper and
°
Theodore Stimpson were recently Mrs- R°se I-Jupp^‘ is '1 tL L.e
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil home of ber daughter Mrs. W. M.
Andrews at Deer Isle.
, Harris. The latter who has been
Edward Chaples has had his house >" is now much improved,
wired for electricity.
J. W. Hupper who is in a Portland
The Grange is sponsoring regular hospital for a surgical operation reFriday night socials. Good music mains critically ill.
and refreshments are on sale.
Misses Vera and Elizabeth SimMr. and Mrs. David Ervinc have mons of Port Cylde are weekend
moved from the Nathan Bachelder guests of their aunt Mrs. William
to the Mary Hastings house .
Pease.
G. N Bachelder is working fot*
Mrs. Axel Holgcrson is ill at her
Harold Hupper.
- home.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman R. Hooper Mrs. George W. Andrews who rc-

cently underwent an operation at j The nation spoiling for a fight
Knox Hospital is making a good re- I usually fights for the spoils.—Boston
covery.
..
—
I“
Shoe and-.Leather
Reporter.

MARTINSVILLE

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Only Ziegfeld
Could Produce
This Show!
1

HANDS UP!
Laughs Eddie Cantor!
But this glorified beauty
has thc gun—r.ot Eddie!

A Sudden Freeze—and Trouble

A

Christmas
Greeting
Cards

THE COURIER-fiAZETTE

WEDNESDAY

va

GAY ROQUE!
Idol of Women
Slave to Temptation
who scoffed at the
world and battled
Fate for Happiness!

Florenz Ziegfeld
and

kSamuel Goldwqn
proient

EDDIE

CANTOR

CHARLES

FASBEU.
as

“Lilliom”
A Fox Picture
ADDED
ACROSS THE WORLD' No. 2

Ziegfelds Musical Hit
"WHOOPEE"
*n Array Of Z,egf< Broadway Beaulre,

In Technicolor !

Now

THURSDAY

Ruth Roland
in

“Reno”
5BigActsRKO

Should this gorgeous
girl pay no attention to
Eddie—he can take his
pick from 100 others, all
glorified, all beautiful,
all singing and dancing
the song hits galore of
thft Broadway stage
spectacle!

Playing

\

GEORGE
BANCROFT

in
••D'RELIUT’

A Publix Theatre

Vaudeville
A Publix Theatre

Home

of Paramount Pictures

TELEPHONE 892
Home of
Paramount Pictures
SHOWS AT
2.00, fi.,70, 8.30

\ 'J
J

Every-Other-Day
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THE LOITERER

THE REALM OF MUSIC

Clara S. Overlook,

L)T-ZO,iT

a.

Wear Clean Clothes

After reading “Rambles Afield" in
■ The Courier-Gazette of Nov. 20 I am
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
1: wondering if the tree or shrub alluded
J | to, with maple shaped leaves, isn't
maple-leaf viburnum or Dockunackie?
Tho^vhT^aU with pleasure the Wrangel's troops found 'refuge on the » grows 0uite Plentiful hereabouts.
Those who
P
_
Lemus. They had only the has clusters of white blossoms much
fine playing of John E. Pay of Port
.
land when heard here in recital with j uniforms on their backs. As the resembling the dogwood, and has pur
Nettie Green Kittredge last summer bands had lost their instruments, ple berries, also very much like the
will be interested in the piano recital each regiment organized a choir to berries of the dogwood. In fact it is
he gave at St. Joseph's Academy 1 keep up the morale. They were
Magic Valley of Texas.
manufacturing plant, on? flour mill,
(Portland) last Mondav evening. His without music. Mr. Jaroff wrote a very beautiful shrub, as is also the
One of the readers of this column four lumber mills, one box factory,
pro<ram was: Sonata Pathetique, Op. their songs for them from memory. arrowwood, witherod, and others
which
grow
wild.
Why
do
people
send
writes that I did not say all that one bottling and ice cream manufac
13 Grave, Allegro. Adagio Cantabile; His own choir was so good that when
Rono, Ecossaises (Scotch Dances); the regiment moved into the barracks to the various nursery houses for there was to say about the size of turing plant, one pad plant.
shrubs
that
can
be
had
just
for
the
Could Rockand afford to give free
Schumann, Romanze in F sharp; in Bulgaria, his choir sang in one of
Texas, in one of these stories a week
Chopin. Valse in E flat,, Nocturne F Sofia's Greek Orthodox Churches, trouble of transplanting? Is it be or so ago. and encloses in his letter taxes and free sites to new indus
cause
they
think
if
they
pay
a
fancy
tries? Well, the factories in Thomas
sharp major. Polonaise. Op. 53; Then they toured in concert all over
to me the following:
If all the cattle in Texas were one ville are now dumping into the laps
Debussy, La Fille aux Chevaux de Europe. They have no country, so price for a bush that it is much
better
than
what
costs
nothing?
cow, it could stand with its front of the local merchants four million
Lin, Golliwog's Cake Walk, Reflet! they have "Nansen passports”—
I also think I can tell Mrs Veazie feet in the Gulf of Mexico, and its dollars .a year in weekly payrolls.
dans l'eau; Paderewski. Gracovienne granted by the League of Nations.
Fantastique; Philippe, Petit Sere- There are 36 Russian officers in this at least one reason why basswood is hind feet in the Dominion of Cana Could you use that much extra
nade. Elfe; Borodin. Au Couvent; chorus. Their programs are extreme- called the slippery elm tree. In the da. and with its tail switch snow money in Rockland in exchange for
28 factory sites around the outside of
Moskowski, In Autumn and Valse ly interesting. One we would like olden days when our mothers and balls off the North pole.
AT A VERY REDUCED PRICE
in E.
particularly to hear is their rendition grandmothers doctored with "herbs
If all the hogs in Texas were one the city?
and such" the bark of the basswood hog, it could supply enough bacon to
• • • •
of The Volga Boat Song.
tree was considered a valuable reme feed the entire United States army
I am in receipt of the University of
The department of agriculture at
The bark was and navy one year, and with one root
Rochester Alumni Bulletin of the Charles Raymond Cronham. muni- dy for coughs.
Washington says that every st^te is
Eastman School of Music for No- cipal organist of Portland, is con- stripped from a limb or the trunk of its snout dig a ditch as large as now touched by the 4-H club work
vember, giving the officers of the ducting a series of talks on apprecia- of the tree, scraped and then steeped the Panama Canal
among boys and girls in rural sec
classes, sororities and fraternity for tion of music at the Y.W.C.A. of that in water to extract the juice and
If all the cotton grown in Texas tions, and that there are now 700.000
strength,
then
strained
and
sim

the current year note the name of city, with illustrations by piano and
were made into one roll, it would be members. .This work was started by
Miss Ruth Lawrence of this city ap- phonograph. Among his subjects mered down with molasses to the large enough to cover the whole Senator Capper of Kansas, with his
consistency
of
syrup.
When
bass

earing as warden of Delma Omicron. appear: Music from the Listener's
United States with a blanket of cot own personal funds. an* has now,
» » • •
Standpoint: the Composer, Perform- wood is steeped the liquid is thick ton three inches thick.
been taken up by the agricultural de
and
slippery,
like
slippery
elm,
hence
Valuable material has been added er, Audience; Origin of Music; Har<g> <§> <$>
partment and the government ex
the
name
slippery
elm
tree.
,o the Sibley Musical Library, among monie Music and Oratorio and
Plus a Nominal Charge Fcr Pleating
They
grow
the
rare
and
delicious
tension service workers
Saunterer,
daisy,
fleabane,
grows
which appears original manuscripts Opera: Suite and Sonata; Haydn and
pink
grapefruit
down
here,
and
the
,«>
.
-s
z
.
out
in
the
field
a-plenty
but
great
of Beethoven and Mozart, a copy of Beethoven and their Works; Richard
tell a story that before
Merchants and business men are
the first edition of Wagner’s "Tann- Wagner and His Works; Musical In- lobelia none, that is, I've never found growers
was known, a man would not allowed to park their cars all day
hauser,” lithographed from his own struments, the Organ: the Piano; it in any of my travels. The com grapefruit
take the juice of six lemons, add a in front of their places of business.
'manuscript, because he was too poor the Orchestra. The series began on mon lobelia is found anywhere by heaping
teaspoonful of quinine, a These spaces are reserved for the
pt the time to employ an engraver. Nov. 5 and will continue until Jan. the roadside in summer. Swamp
sugar, take a small squirt gun convenience of the customers with
The Beethoven original manuscript 21. The lecture of Dec. 17, “Musical rose mallow—I never found but one little
shoot some of the juice in his money to spend in the stores; the
consists of two pages from his Missa Instruments, the Organ" will be bush or plant and that several years and
and get the same results that he people who have to drive in from the
So’emnis. The manuscript of the given at City Hall where the talk ago. I doubt if it is found in the eye,
now does in eating one-half grape residential section and the suburbs,
sketch book, from which these pages may be illustrated with the municipal same place now.
I never try to remember the Latin fruit with a spoon.
are taken, was in the library of the j organ.
when they do their shopping. These
>
$
pianist Moscheles. Miss Barbara
....
names of wild flowers and shrubs, as
pfople are allowed one hour parking
Duncan, librarian of the Sibley Musi- Ethelynde Smith who has been I learned most of the English names
I have a letter from the city mana time while they shop. That gives
Our regular charge for quality work in cleansing Dresses is $2.00 up
cal Library, found these missing heard in the past by attendants of of them from an old lady herb doc ger of Thomasville, N. C. I asked everyone a chance to do a little busi
pages in a dealers collection, and the Maine Music Festivals, a Port- tor, so when I read Mrs. Veazie’s him how Thomasville managed to ness, spend a little money, and not
later discovered that they had come land singer, recently left for another talks I just have to get out my na grow in ten years from a hamlet of have to carry their packages over to
from the Moscheles library book, concert tour. Among her first en- ture books and look to see if I know 750 people to a city of more than the courthouse on Union street to
Clothes cleansed often, will look better, wear longer, and will have that smart
The Mozart item is also a sketch, one gagements appear Kent's Hill Acad- what she is talking about.
J0.00O. with 28 manufacturing plants, place them in the car. Tlie mer
of the Rondo in A for the piano. The emy Cecelia Club of Augusta, after
Ever find the beautiful cardinal employing more than 3000 people, chants and business men are able to
Sibley Library now has several Whjch she is leaving to cross the flower on the edge of the water when and with a payroll every Saturday find parking places elsewhere than
fresh app;ar?.nce
Wagner first editions, among others country by motor, accompanied by you wandered by the side of a brook? night of $75,000 to be divided among in front of the stores on the main
that of "Lohengrin."
her mother, Mrs. George E. Smith.
Its scarlet spikes are beautiful to the merchants of the town. The street.
• * * •
Probably 80 per cent of the cities
Miss Smith has made several trans look at as it stands like children, answer was that the town advertised.
Among the musical attractions continental trips as a concert singer. with their feet in the water, and When you pass through that country in the United States are now folNO CHARGE ACCOUNTS AT THIS SPECIAL PRICE
offered the students at the Eastern She has made recital tours in Eu nodding their heads in the wind.
you see large billboards beside the lowing this rule—and Mussolini has ’
School of Music are noted Guy rope and two tours in Canada, and
The witch hazel is now in bloom, roads and railroads, and on these had it in Italy ever since he came
Maier and Lee Pattison, Myra Hess, has filled more than a thousand en- the last of all the flowers to bloom billboards is painted in large letters into power, eight years ago. There
The Gordon String Quartet, John gagements in recitals and concerts. late. In April bring into the house this sentence: “This is Thomasville, are other traffic rules here, as else-!
Goss and the Lodon Singers, Joset she is her own manager and has no a branch of witch hazel with seed N. C. We give you a factory site where in the newer sections of the
Hofmann. Lawrence Tibbett, Frits secretary, combining business ability pods on it. Put it up in a warm with rail shipping facilities and ten country, that are objected to by a
Kreisler, Elizabeth Rethberg, Yehudi with her talent.
minority of the merchants, lawyers,
room. When it gets well dried you years taxes free.”
Menuhin. Paul Robeson. Jose Iturbe.
» • • •
And so they now have, after ten \ doctors, and other renters of oflice
will unexpectedly hear the pop of a
Sergei Rachmaninoff and the Roch- Boston has a contralto whose voice pop-gun and presto! a witch hazel years, three hosiery mills, five chair in downtown buildings, but a maester Philharmonic Orchestra, Eu- has been described by Schumann- pod has burst and the ebony seeds factories. three furniture factories, jority of the wiser businees men gengene Gossens, conductor.
Heink as “most wonderful." She is are thrown across the room, perhaps two cotton mills, one mattress fac- erally see to it that laws are en• • • ’
Marie Murray. Her voice is a gift of to strike against a window-pane or tory, three veneer plants, one con- ] forced to make it easy for the shopAmong clippings sent me by Mil- nature, rich and thrilling, and has in a dark corner or some other out crete pipe and block plant, one panel per with money to spend.
dred Emerson, (known to us as Mil- been skilfully trained. She has now of the way place. Mother Nature's
dred Clark), accompanied by a reached the point where Schumann- way of spreading and planting the
Expenses incident to the birth of
charming note, is this poem, written Heink advises her to study abroad, seeds. I wonder how far away the
England's latest rcAal baby are said
RAMBLES AFIELD
by Miss Emerson, which seems to me Just now Mrs. Murray hasn't found seeds are thrown when the seed pods
to have been more than forty thou
how this can be done, but probably burst out of doors in May or June?
a lovely thing:
sand dollars. Which may explain whv
the
problem
will
adjust
itself
in
MY CAROL OF LIFE
The Loiterer.
Here, There and Yonder, the Prince of Wales remains a The public school system of Eng- I education act of 1870. Before the i England the schools were largely de
time.
She
is
a
honor
graduate
of
Ood knoweth where my road may lead
bachelor.—Wichita Eagle.
land was introduced by the Foster I public schools were introduced into |nominational.
A year or two from now.
the New England Conservatory of
RETIRED YESTERDAY
Touching the Alluring
What part of earth or friends I need.
Music,
where
she
studied
voice
under
Living where or how.
the late Charles A. White (with A. H. Benner, Former Rockland Boy,
Things of Nature.
I just know He's with me.
whom
our Lottie McLaughlin Has Been Express Agent In Bangor
Guiding my paths ere long.
studied). She is continuing study
Many Years
Either by land or sea.
[Number Twenty-five]
with his widow.
During my life of song.
« *.« •
Away up on the top of Dodge’s
Albert
H.
Benner,
in
charge
of
the
With Hls protection and love.
Beginning Dec. 1 and continuing Railway Express Agency in Bangor Mountain, on one of the Sherer
When tired of earth’s cares,
farms, is a high place known gener
until Dec. 13 the famous Freiburg
.
j
.
I prav to Him above,
And know He hears my prayers.
Passion Play from Freiburg. Baden. as agent- retlred yesterday after more ally as “The Lookout." Just beyond &
Germany, will be presented daily at than 45 years of continuous service, this on the Western slope of the &
Singing my way along.
the Boston Opera House, and it is Mr. Benner entered the express mountain is a field which was a verit
With love of duty, content
V
To live—one Joyous song,
understood that engagements for work with the American Express able paradise to the children of that a.
And a life well spent
Portland are being arranged. This Company at Rockland May 18, 1885 locality, for in it grew almost every
• * * •
is most interesting, and doubtless as clerk. From Rockland in June, kind of berry in its season and also
Eangor has a Philharmonic male there will be some from Rockland at- 1888- he was transferred to Bar Har- cat-tails, cotton grass, and Prinos or
quartet, composed of four well known tend either in Boston or Portland.
bor. where he served as clerk and winter-berry, often called black alder. y
musicians, Donald S. Kimball, flrst
later as agent until March 1891, when One side hill was covered with bunchtenor; Charles R. Clark, second
he went to Bangor as assistant to the berry plants and among these grew y
tenor; Fred H. Clifford, baritone and
late B. I. Weeks, who was then super a woody, evergreen, dwarf plant in y
Give the Family a New
manager; Roland M. Jones, second
intendent of the Maine-New Bruns long clustered wreaths, lying close to
bass and pianist. The quartet is to
wick and Nova Scotia division. After the ground. At a little distance these
A Full-Fledged 7-Tube, Screen-Grid Radio
be available for concerts, funerals,
the death of Mr. Weeks. Mr. Benner plants resembled somewhat, the well
and special occasions, and dates for
continued as chief clerk to his suc known "snake-nests" or running
With Dynamic Speaker!
engagements may be arranged nol
cessor. the late Daniel Webster, until juniper whose green and dingy-blue
only in Bangor but also in the out
berries were formery combined with
Francis Jackson was secretary to March, 1904. when he was appointed gin
For Christmas!
lying cities and towns as well.
and used as a household remedy.
I agent at Bangor.
the principal last week.
Since that time he has continued A closer view however, disclosed the
Stella Mareck Cushing of Boston
for the American Express. American fact that no berries of any kind were
Visit our Radio Department today and ask about
were
and Upper Montclair, N. J., violinist Two names
.
„ , accidentally
.
,
- left Railway Express and the present to be found on this plant and it was
(LESS TIBES)
and interpreter of folk songs, who
_*?st _week.', tbose ot. Railway Express Agency in charge of not prickly like juniper.
Ruth Gregory, freshman, all A's and
our Special Christmas Radio Club plan. You
recently appeared in Boston in a pre- Fletcher
There were two clumps of this in
the express operation in Bangor,
The small radio of im
Brown, junior, 3 A's.
sentation of Balkan dancing and folk
which is in importance second only the hey-day of my youth—a large
mense r-onvlar.ly — of
songs, has returned from a trip to the
may select any model you wish!
clump and a smaller one close by.
very smart Gothic style
A feature of Monday’s assembly 1 to Portland in the State of Maine.
Balkans. She made a special study
Late
in
the
season
there
were
clusters
The
Bangor
News
says:
"He
is
a
—only 17'- in. high and
program
was
the
burlesque
attempt
nf Albanian folk music, and her ac- to photograph the cast of the senior P°Pular official, both with the public of small, cone-like fruits at the ends
16 in. wide, yet by a
ROcjnev and with his associates in the busi- of the branches, but so nearly re
“•,,lp"
i"“p“un'
wonderous compact ar
The
reacting.
Murohv thp photographer nearly ness- Always courteous and of even sembling the foliage that it was hard |
rangement it houses the
"The folk music of Albania,” she Murpny
tne
to
tell
where
one
left
off
and
tne
gave up in despair because the mem- temper, Mr. Benner is held in the
new
Philco
7-tub’,
PHILCO
says, “differs from that of other Eu bers of the group insisted upon prac- ! highest esteem and enjoys the entire other began. In all my miles of rang-.
triple screen grid chasis
ropean countries in this way: Other ticine various hits from their
ing,
over
the
Bog
pastures,
over
the
Screen-Grid
confidence of the community.”
and electro - dynamic
folk music has a single melody which * , g
blt® rr°™ their parts
.
whole mountain, over other fields and
speaker!
Super-tone!
becomes harmonized, the Albanian picture y stead of staying in the
pajtures and even in other towns. I g
LOW BOY
Highly efflrient opera
for four years; who has competed never saw other plants of this kind. I
folk music is polyphonic; there are ■
«...
tion!
less tubes
under an assumed name; who has at- and I tried in vain to learn its name.
twd and somd times three distinct
The remainder of the period was tained the age of 20 years; who has Even my grandmother with her store &
first melody, then the second and
?,
t°„ .?a,Ik
PnnciPal been graduated from a four year of country lore, could not give this
..................
some times the third voice cuts in ! Blaisdell on Ehgibllily : ...IIe Q......
u°t-| course
in a ..........
Class ............
A high .............
school; or plant a name. For more than torty
upon the first with the rest of the i ed e*bracts
the Eligibility rules J who has played as a member of any years it grew there, increasing slowly
singers holding long
notes, which 18?Leea ,upop by. , Malne Associa- college team. A pupil who has repre each year, and in all probability it is
sound like the tone of an organ, j iop ,
Pr.lnclpals of Secondary ' sented his school in one whole or there yet, but for more than a dozen
FEATURING
"The songs are unlikethe folk songs Scb°°„ which will be strictly and im- |parts of two interscholastic games or years I have not been able to visit
TONE CONTROL
of any country I have heard. There , E8!?1, y enforced in Rockland High : taken part in any interscholastic the place, so cannot speak with cer
is plaintiveness and charm about School this year and every year. 1 athletic meet in any school year tainty of this.
Four distinct tone val
them that delights me more and OrnittjnS technical explanations and shall be regarded as having repre
Today in reading a copy of the
ues, Brilliant—Brig.it
more ••
special rulings the fundamental rules sented his school for that year.
Rural New Yorker I chanced upon the
-Me!low--Deep. Oter
Mrs. Cushing has the distinction of '?!® as foll°ws:
term “creeping cedar,” in an article
(LESS TUBES)
a world of new delight
being the first foreigner to visitl. r'° pupl! shall be eligible for anv Most of the teachers spent the holi- relating to Christmas wreaths, and
Produce Muse now
Albania for a purely artistic purpose, *nterscbo!astic athletic contest who is days in Rockland. The Blaisdells en though the plant was not described,
Be sure you see this newest of
with the (one qual tj
unless Lord Byron, who visited Al- | not maintaining for the current j tertained Mrs. Blaisdell’s parents, Mr my mind went racing back to those
Philco models at any of our
YOU like, at a turn oi
banla at the beginning of the last semeMer, and who has not carried and Mrs. Davenport of Sidney, The cone-like clusters of fruits and their
stores. Priced within reach of
this knob on the fronl
century and praised the unruly | successfully for the preceding semes- | Harts had as Thanksgiving guests resemblance to the fruits of our na
everyone; the latest develop
of the set.
"Shquipetar" in his Childe Harold, be ter- the minimum scholastic require- Capt. and Mrs. Herman Farrow and tive arborvitae, generally called cedar, 8
ment in radio, employing tie
considered as her legitimate prede- ments for athletic eligibility of the son Herman and Mr. and Mrs. Henry and it occurred to me that perhaps
Philco’s la'.est Screentriple screen-grid! A cabinet
cessor. Yet Lord Byron was, prac- school of which he is a member, pro- Farrow. Others were visiting their some one else has seen my strange
Grid Lowboy has the
, of medium size of a d'stincttically speaking, an aimless roamer, vided- however that the minimum parents—Miss Carswell in Gorham, plants of the mountain-side—some
world famous Philco
ly different new beauty! Very
whereas this charming daughter cf scholastic requirements for athletic Miss Dingley in Lisbon Falls, Miss one who really knows what they are,
TONE. — clear, rich,
sensitive and selective! Uses
Bohemian parents had a distinct goal eligibility shall not be less than fif- Hunter in Providence, Miss Leadbet- and can tell me, and so my plant may
und:storted, new ex
seven tubes in all! Flecttoin view.
'teen periods of Prepared work a week ter in Belfast and Miss Pride in prove to be creeping cedar.
clusive circuit wh ch
dynamlc speaker built in!
In gathering her songs, Mr'. or its equivalent.
Westbrook. The Strattons also visitIt has been a constant surprise to
reduces stat e and in
Famous balanced Philco, true,
Cushing has been greatly assisted by j A Pupil who falls below the re- ed relatives in Westbrook. Mr. Heal me to receive so many helpful letters
terference no ses.
clear tone!
the Albanian government. The min- I Quired standard at any time during \ left Wednesday for his home in from strangers, and to find so manv
istry of Education, regarding her the current semester may continue to Millinocket.
The Phillips family flower lovers willing and eager to add
mission as instructive, provided her represent his school for one week dined at Mr. Phillips’ brother's home their bit to my fragmentary knowl s?
OTHER PHILCO RADIOS—$127.50—$145—$198
with an interpreter, Aquile Tasi, a from the time he receives his notice in Bangor and then proceeded to edge of plant life. Since mentioning
former Boston man. as well as with und shall be ineligible for the sue- Dover-Foxcroft. On account of in- my grandmother's ragged sailor I
an automobile for a period of three ceeding week. He may be reinstated considerate train schedules. Mr. have received many packets of seeds,
weeks. Traveling through Albania thereafter provided,he makes up his Whittemore ate his Thanksgiving some of which I feel quite sure will
OPEN
YOU’LL
was a novel experience. There are deficient work before the close of dinner out of a lunch box in the turn out to be the remembered plant &
no railroads, consequently most of ithe current semester.
Lewiston station, reaching his of my childhood, and others which I
AN
LIKE
her journey was made either by auPupils in order to beeligible for father's home in Jay late in the aft- feel quite as sure will produce s?
tomobile or on horseback.
! football shall enter a school within ' ernoon while Mrs. Whittemore was amaranthus cruentus, but as they are
ACCOUNT
TRADING
•
•
j three weeks of the opening day; in I helping celebrate three family birth- both very desirable on account of old
The Don Cossacks, a Russian musi- order to be eligible for basket ball days in Old Orchard. Mrs. Johnson asociations, I shall plant them all
AT THIS
EASY
cal organization, which has been ap- or track, shall enter before or during \ the music teacher was to be one of next spring, so those who pass my
appearing in concert in Boston is at- the first week after the Christmas 24 to sit down to dinner in her home will have no difficulty in finding
PAYMENTS
STORE
trading wide spread attention by the vacation; in order to beeligible for mother's home in Westbrook.
me, for my front yard will be a per
fect swamp of ragged robin, prince’s
beauty of their art. The story of ! baseball and outdoor track,they shall
ROCKLAND
283 MAIN STREET
Order your Christmas Magazine feather, amaranthus, polygonum or
this chorus is rather unique. As the enter before March first.
story goes. Mr. Jaroff, a pupil of A pupil is ineligible to participate gift subscriptions now. Special prices whatever you happen to call what
after the White army had left the \ in any interscholastic athletic contest? for December; gift cards furnished. ever happens to come up trom this
Rachmaninoff organized his chorus j who has represented in athletics a Fred E. Harden, The Magazine Man. deluge of friendly seeds.
Adelia F. Veazie.
140-tf
Crimea. Some thousands of Gen. Class A secondary school or schools Tel. 35-W, Rockland.
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